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Weather and climate events are costly to society both financially and in terms of
human health and well being. The costs associated with extreme climate events have
motivated governments, NGOs, private investors, and insurance companies to use
the data and tools at their disposal to estimate the past, present, and future hazards
associated with a wide range of natural phenomena in an effort to develop mitigation
and/or adaptation strategies.
The nonstationary nature of climate risks requires the use of numerical climate
models, often general circulation models (GCMs), to project future risk. The climate
risk field, however, currently finds itself in a predicament because GCMs can be biased
and do not provide a clear way to credibly estimate their uncertainty with respect to
simulations of future surface climate conditions. In response to this predicament, I lay
the groundwork for a set of GCM credibility assessments by identifying the large-scale
drivers of surface climate events that evolve over a range of timescales ranging from
daily to multi-decadal. I specifically focus on three types of climate events relevant
to the water and energy sectors: 1) seasonal precipitation, which impacts drinking
water supplies and agricultural productivity; 2) extreme precipitation and the costly
associated riverine flooding; and 3) temperature, wind, and solar radiation fields that
modulate both electricity demand and potential renewable electricity supply.
In chapter I, I derive a set of atmospheric indices and investigate their efficacy
to predict distributed seasonal precipitation throughout the conterminous United
States. These indices can also be used to diagnose the impact of tropical sea surface
temperature heating patterns on conterminous United States precipitation. This is
particularly of interest in the aftermath of the unexpected precipitation patterns in
the conterminous United States during the 2015-2016 El Nin˜o event. I show that the
set of atmospheric indices, which I derive from zonal winds over the conterminous
United States and portions of the North Atlantic and Pacific oceans, can skillfully
predict precipitation over most regions of the conterminous United States better than
previously recognized mid-latitude atmospheric and tropical oceanic indices. This
work contributes a set of intermediate atmospheric indices that can be used to assess
the efficacy of forecasting and simulation climate models to capture signal that exists
between tropical heating, mid-latitude circulation, and mid-latitude precipitation.
In chapter II, I first show that the frequency of regional extreme precipitation
events, which are predictive of riverine flooding, in the Ohio River Basin are poorly
simulated by a GCM relative to historical precipitation observations. I then illustrate
that the same GCM is much better able to simulate the statistical characteristics of
a set of atmospheric field-derived indices that I show to be strongly related to the
precipitation events of interest. Thus, I develop a statistical model that allows for
the simulation of the precipitation events based on the GCM’s atmospheric fields,
which allows me to estimate future hazard based on credibly simulated GCM fields.
Lastly, I validate the fully Bayesian statistical model against historical observations
and use the statistical model to project the future frequency of the regional extreme
precipitation events. I conclude that there is evidence of increasing regional riverine
flood hazard in the Central US river basin out to the year 2100, but that there is
high uncertainty regarding the magnitude of the trend. This work suggests that the
identification of atmospheric circulation patterns that modulate the probability of
extreme precipitation and riverine flood risk may improve flood hazard projections
by allowing risk analysts to assess GCMs with respect to their ability to simulate
relevant atmospheric patterns.
In chapter III, I present the first comprehensive assessment of quasi-periodic
decadal variations in wind and solar electricity potential and of covariability between
heating and cooling electricity demand and potential wind and solar electricity pro-
duction. I focus on six locations/regions in the conterminous United States that
represent different climate zones and contain major load centers. The decadal varia-
tions are linked to quasi-oscillatory variations of the global climate system and lead to
time-varying risks of meeting heating + cooling demand using wind/solar power. The
quasi-cyclical patterns in renewable energy availability have significant ramifications
for energy systems planning as we continue to increase our reliance on renewable,
weather- and climate-dependent energy generation. This work suggests that certain
modes of low frequency climate variability influence potential wind and solar energy
supplies and are thus especially important for GCMs to credibly simulate.
All of the investigations are designed to be broadly applicable throughout the mid-
latitudes and are demonstrated with specific case studies in the conterminous United
States. The dissertation sections represent three cases where statistical techniques
can be used to understand surface climate and climate hazards. This understanding
can ultimately help to mitigate and adapt to climate variabilities and secular changes,
which impact society, by assisting in the development, improvement, and credibility
assessment of GCMs capable of reliably projecting future climate hazards.
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0.1 (Top) Average Southwest U.S. winter (January-March) precipitation
(points and solid black line) defined by the domain west of 110◦W to the
Pacific Ocean and between 32◦N and 36◦N. Dashed horizontal line shows
the mean and the smoothed line with the shading shows the 30-year mov-
ing average with 50 percent confidence interval via bootstrap. (Bottom)
30-year moving coefficient of variation (CV) with 50 percent confidence
interval via bootstrap of the same record as (Top). The underlying data is
the Global Precipitation Climatology Center’s gridded V7 + monitoring
gridded precipitation product. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
0.2 A proposed conceptual dynamical structure for the global climate system.
The surface conditions (white blocks) ultimately define the climate risks,
while the mid-latitude circulations (light grey block), as encoded in indices,
are useful to compare between the models and observations. The upstream
variables (dark grey blocks) make up the rest of an attempt to encode a
simplified and truncated causal structure of the dynamical climate system.
All links are in reality bi-directional, although in this stylized depiction
of the system I have only represented the direction in which I assume the
primary influence propagates. Adapted from Lall, 2015. . . . . . . . . . 9
1.1 (Top, left) Composite January-March standardized precipitation anoma-
lies from the 10 historic El Nin˜o years (i.e. excluding 2016). (Top, right)
Composite January-March standardized precipitation anomalies from the
10 historic La Nin˜a years. (Middle, left) 1983 January-March standardized
precipitation anomalies. (Middle, right) 2003 January-March standard-
ized precipitation anomalies. (Bottom, left) 1998 January-March stan-
dardized precipitation anomalies. (Middle, right) 2016 January-March
standardized precipitation anomalies. ENSO ”warm” and ”cold” phases
are defined as years in which the Nin˜o3.4 index was greater than 1 or less
than -1 during the December-February season. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
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1.2 (Top) January-March zonal wind (500 mb) principal component analysis
empirical orthogonal function loading patterns. The western U.S. states
are shaded in the plot and contain all states north and west of Texas.
(Bottom) The principal components over time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
1.3 The estimated correlations between January-March precipitation and the
zonal wind PCs, the Nin˜o3.4, PNA, NAO, and PDO indices based on the
67 years of data. Correlations that are significant at 95% are indicated
with an ”x”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
1.4 (Top) Heidke skill score by location and model (columns) calculated from
all 67 cross-validated years. For each of the years, predictions were made
based on the model fit to all other years and the climatological values
are defined by all other years of data besides the current year. (Middle)
The cross-validated Heidke skill score of five models over CONUS. The
Heidke skill score is computed after the predictions and observations have
been transformed into below normal, near normal, or above normal based
on the historic tercile into which the observation falls. A positive Heidke
skill score indicates a more skillful prediction than climatology. The solid
lines and points indicate the skill score for each of the candidate models
(indicated by different colors) when each of the 67 years is predicted from
all other years. Vertical thick gray lines show El Nin˜o years. The bars on
the right side of each panel indicate the mean cross-validated skill score
across the 11 events for each of the candidate models. (Bottom) Same as
(Middle) for the western United States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
1.5 Same as Fig 1.4 but for the mean absolute skill score. Mean absolute skill
score is the standardized mean absolute error skill score vs. a climatologi-
cal prediction. A score < 0 indicates that the model prediction would have
been outperformed by a climatological prediction, a score > 0 indicates
that the model is skillful. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
1.6 (Top) The probability density functions of Heidke skill scores for three of
the candidate models (columns) by ENSO phase (colors) for the whole US
across all years (solid lines). The average Heidke skill score for each of the
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the Western CONUS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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1.7 (Top) January-March three month average Nin˜o 3.4 index values by year.
(Bottom) The January-March zonal wind PC median values (points) and
middle 75th percentile (vertical lines) by ENSO phase (colors). We also
show all six PC values from the years 1983, 1998, 2003, and 2016 in (black
lines of different types). ENSO ”warm” and ”cold” phases are defined
as years in which the Nin˜o3.4 index was greater than 1 or less than -1,
respectively, during the December-February season. . . . . . . . . . . . 29
1.8 (Left) December detrended SST anomalies for the years 1982, 1997, 2002,
and 2015. (Right) January-March (JFM) detrended SST anomalies for the
corresponding El Nin˜o events as are shown on the (Left). Solid contours
show positive increments of 1◦C, while the dashed contours show negative
increments of 1◦C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
1.9 (Top) December sea surface temperature principal component analysis
empirical orthogonal function loading patterns. (Bottom) The principal
components over time. December 1982, 1997, 2002, and 2015 are marked
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1.10 The observed January-March (JFM) zonal wind PC1 Index vs. the pre-
dicted PC1 index based on December SSTs. (Top) The black line shows
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1.11 (Left) Composite mean of sea surface temperature anomalies by Nin˜o3.4
tercile (rows) and whether the JFM zonal wind PC1 was less than (or equal
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SST between 20◦ S and 20◦ N for that Nin˜o3.4 tercile. We call this zonally
centered sea surface temperature SST*. SST* is used to emphasize zonal
variations in the composite differences. ”x” symbols mark grid cells where
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1.12 (Left) The rank correlations between detrended December sea surface tem-
peratures (scale from blue to red over water) and January-March (JFM)
CONUS precipitation (scale from brown to green over CONUS) and the
JFM zonal wind PC indices. (Right) The seasonal partial correlations
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precipitation and the JFM zonal wind PC1 index given the Nin˜o3.4 in-
dex. Locations with correlations greater than the 95% significance level
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2.13 (Top) the regions that define each of the atmospheric indices. The index
names are shown in red. The Ohio River basin, shown in more detail in
fig. 2.1 is shaded in dark gray. The ZP index is defined by the average Z700
within the area between 130 ◦W and 155 ◦W and 30 ◦N and 55 ◦N (leftmost
dashed box), the ZL index is defined by the average Z700 within the area
between 87.5 ◦W and 102.5 ◦W and 30 ◦N and 45 ◦N (middle dashed box),
and the ZH index is defined by the average Z700 within the area between
62.5 ◦W and 77.5 ◦W and 30 ◦N and 45 ◦N (rightmost dashed box). The
OMG and HUM indices are defined using the average atmospheric vertical
velocity and specific humidity within the area between 77.5 ◦W and 90 ◦W
and 36 ◦N and 42 ◦N (solid box). (Middle and bottom) The index values
prior to and after the REP events. The black line shows the median
index value. The dark shaded area shows the range capturing the middle
50% of days, while the light shaded area shows the range capturing the
middle 90% of days. All panels use the observed REP record and the
corresponding reanalysis-based atmospheric indices. . . . . . . . . . . . 68
2.14 (Top) Cumulative distribution function for the MAM indices. (Middle)
The serial correlation function for the MAM indices. (Bottom) The serial
tail persistence of the MAM indices when in high states as shown by
the probability of the index being above the 90th percentile on day t,
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ensemble member-based indices. Negative OMG and ZL are shown for
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record (solid black points and line), the mean of the regression predicted
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lines, respectively). A ratio greater than one indicates skill. The training
and testing sample median ratios are shown with blue and red dashed
lines. (Third from top) The probability that the simulated number of
REPs in a year were less than the observed number of REPs in a year.
Random noise with mean zero and standard deviation of 0.001 is added
to the simulation derived yearly time-series to avoid the ties that result
from the discrete nature of the data. (Bottom) The discrete probability
distribution of simulated number of REP days for years where 0, 1, 2, or
3 REP days were observed. That is, each column of tiles sums to 1. A 1:1
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2.16 The probability of a REP event on a day given that a REP event occurred
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2.17 (Top) Wavelet power spectrum for the observed # of REP events by year.
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2.18 (a) The number of MAM REP days by year based on the two GFDL
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Introduction




Reliable estimates of climate risk at subseasonal to decadal timescales are valuable to
the hydrological, energy engineering, and risk management communities. Examples
of costly climate hazards include reduced seasonal precipitation that can contribute to
water shortages and negatively impact agricultural productivity, especially in semi-
arid and arid regions (Muller, 2018; Krishna Kumar et al., 2004); riverine floods
that can be destructive to human wellbeing, particularly when no advanced warning
is provided (Nang and Paddock, 2018); and wind droughts (Leahy and McKeogh,
2013; Raynaud et al., 2018) that can impact regional power systems that rely on
wind energy. The characterization and future projection of hazards can support the
development of risk management strategies.
However, there is significant room for improving our understanding, short-term
prediction, and long-term projection of many climate hazards (Merz et al., 2014).
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Moreover, trends into the future are only likely to increase the value associated with
improved hazard estimation and projection. For example, reliable flood risk estimates
will become more important as trends in population and urbanization expose more
people and assets to hydroclimate extremes (Jongman, Ward, and Aerts, 2012). In
the energy sector, more reliance on wind and solar power generation (Obama, 2017)
will make electrical grids more vulnerable to climate swings. As such, improving
our estimation and future projection of the trends and variability of climate hazards,
such as reduced seasonal water availability, riverine floods, and wind droughts, is
important.
Statistical climate risk estimation has been developed over the past century, in-
cluding by those focusing on estimating flood frequencies and the risks thereof, such
as Hurst, 1956, Stedinger, 1997, and Wright, Smith, and Baeck, 2014. While these
efforts have enabled us to characterize past and present climate risks given sufficient
historic data, there has not yet emerged a consensus approach for projecting future
risk. There has, however, been a consensus within the hydrological and engineering
communities on the notion that climate is nonstationary (i.e. that the mean, variance,
and/or other statistical properties of many climate time-series are time variant).
There are two sources of nonstationarity in climate: anthropogenic climate change,
and natural variability. The former refers to the continuous and cumulative impact
that humans have on the climate system, primarily through the emission of green-
house gases, while the latter refers to embedded cycles within the climate system (e.g.
El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation, ENSO) that result from the complex and chaotic na-
ture of atmosphere-ocean-land surface-biosphere interactions, feedbacks, and internal
2
dynamics (Williams et al., 2017).
Climate nonstationarity invalidates the convenient assumption that climate haz-
ards are independent and identically distributed, which is traditionally used for
flood frequency estimation (Milly et al., 2008; Steinschneider, Wi, and Brown, 2014;
Wright, Smith, and Baeck, 2014), and thus brings into question the veracity of many
flood risk estimates as we move into the future. Moreover, this nonstationary applies
to most societally relevant climate events, such as seasonal precipitation, extreme
rainfall and riverine flooding, coastal flooding, cold spells, and heat waves (Ward
et al., 2014; Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Partridge et al., 2018; Screen and Simmonds,
2014; Messori, Caballero, and Faranda, 2017; Mo, 2010; Alexander et al., 2006; IPCC,
2012; Cheng and Aghakouchak, 2014; Cioffi et al., 2014; Merz et al., 2014; Jongman,
Ward, and Aerts, 2012). An illustration of nonstationarity in climate can be seen in
the wintertime precipitation record for the southwestern United States (fig. 0.1). (In
particular, notice how the variance of the time-series changes over time.)
A robust statistical model predicting the frequency and/or magnitude of climate
conditions and hazards should consider the influence of both climate change and
variability. Unfortunately, our lack of comprehensive understanding of the nonlinear,
chaotic, and noisy nature of the dynamical global climate system (Rind, 1999; Held,
2005; Bony et al., 2006; Palmer, 2013; Hannachi et al., 2017) precludes the use of a
purely statistical approach for estimating climate hazards into the future since the
correct way to parameterize such a model is unknown.
This limitation of purely statistical models has motivated the development and




























































































































































Figure 0.1: (Top) Average Southwest U.S. winter (January-March) precipitation
(points and solid black line) defined by the domain west of 110◦W to the Pacific
Ocean and between 32◦N and 36◦N. Dashed horizontal line shows the mean and the
smoothed line with the shading shows the 30-year moving average with 50 percent
confidence interval via bootstrap. (Bottom) 30-year moving coefficient of variation
(CV) with 50 percent confidence interval via bootstrap of the same record as (Top).
The underlying data is the Global Precipitation Climatology Center’s gridded V7 +
monitoring gridded precipitation product.
culation models (GCMs). Coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs combine our theoretical
and empirical understanding of the small-scale physics of the oceans, atmosphere,
and land surfaces with our growing computational resources in an effort to simulate
realizations of the historic and future climate system. The ability of GCMs to simu-
late many of the key features of climate phenomena, such as ENSO, (Bellenger et al.,
2014; Wengel et al., 2018) is a testament of their potential for providing insights into
future manifestations of floods, heat waves, etc.
4
GCMs also come with their own set of limitations, however. These limitations
include an inability to reliably reproduce extreme precipitation event characteristics
(Dai, 2006; Stephens et al., 2010; Kendon et al., 2012) and storm track location
(Farnham, Doss-Gollin, and Lall, 2018; Pithan et al., 2016) over the twentieth century.
Regional climate models (RCMs) can often improve the simulation of regional climate
events through their increased resolution relative to GCMs (Kendon et al., 2012;
Giorgi and Mearns, 1999). On the other hand, RCMs can themselves be biased
(Durman et al., 2001; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2013), sometimes due to the fact
that RCMs are embedded within GCMs to constrain computational burden and thus
inherit GCM biases.
The typical response to GCM and RCM biases has been to use bias correction
methods, whereby the raw GCM/RCM simulation outputs (e.g. surface precipitation
flux or temperature) are statistically corrected before being used in impact models,
decision analysis, or for forecasts (Durman et al., 2001; Yuan et al., 2013; Pierce et
al., 2015). Bias correction schemes essentially assume that a post-processing trans-
formation can convert GCMs from being biased into being useful. This assumption,
however, generally cannot be defended for extrapolation decades into the future since
biases can be nonstationary. For example, the GCM bias in some cases may be a
function of evolving parameters such as surface albedo (Ehret et al., 2012; Maraun,
2012; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2013; Vannitsem, 2011; Lanzante et al., 2017). As
such, the efficacy of bias correction for future simulations is sensitive to the GCM’s
ability to simulate future albedo and also to the ability of the bias correction scheme
to accurately estimate the dependence of bias on surface albedo.
5
Bias correction too often allows us to ignore the fact that our GCMs have funda-
mental deficiencies. Said another way, bias correction hides uncertainty rather than
reducing it (Ehret et al., 2012; Vannitsem, 2011). The fact that we have to bias-
correct GCM outputs in the context of the nonlinear and dynamical climate system
should cast doubt on the ability of our GCMs to accurately project conditions in
specific regions into the future.
This thesis is being written at a time when disciplines focused on estimating
future climate risks are increasingly inundated by GCM projections of future risks
from floods, droughts, heat waves, etc, often without rigorous assessment of the
uncertainty of these projections (Ehret et al., 2012). Currently, the predominant
method of estimating uncertainty in GCMs is through the use of repeated simulations,
with each simulation called an ensemble member. Each of the ensemble members have
randomly perturbed initial conditions (and/or slightly modified parameterizations)
and thus explore different possible realizations of the climate system into the future
(e.g. Bengtsson, Hodges, and Roeckner, 2006; Siler et al., 2017; Matsueda and Endo,
2017). However, the correlated nature of the ensemble members obtained from a
single GCM, or even a set of GCMs, can lead to the underestimation of uncertainty
(Haughton et al., 2014; Raftery et al., 2005; Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007). Thus,
the climate risk field currently finds itself in a predicament where the
nonstationary nature of climate risks require the use of GCMs/RCMs,
but there is not generally good understanding of GCM/RCM biases and
uncertainties with respect to their future projections.
The ability to estimate the frequency and intensity of climate hazards in the long
6
term (coming decades), as well as the short term (next season), requires that we
examine further the underlying climate/weather circulations in order to understand
the efficacy of GCMs to simulate the climate system and ultimately the surface events
that create hazards. Thus, a premise of this thesis is that the responsible use of
GCMs for projecting climate risk requires rigorous validation of a GCM’s ability
to simulate the climate circulation features that generate societally relevant climate
events. I facilitate this validation by identifying and understanding the
atmospheric, oceanic, and land surface circulations and conditions that
accompany climate events relevant to the water and energy management
sectors. Furthermore, I provide insights that are practically useful for the
water and energy planning and management communities through a series
of case studies.
Selecting variables for GCM/RCM - observation/reanalysis
comparison
Assessing the credibility of physics-based GCMs/RCMs, and ultimately contribut-
ing to their improvement, requires comparing statistical summaries of relevant
GCM/RCM fields (e.g. the average sea level pressure time-series averaged over a
region, or the 99th percentile of daily precipitation over a region) to corresponding
statistical summaries from observed and/or reanalysis datasets. A GCM/RCM can
be said to credibly simulate a feature of the climate system if there are not excessively
large biases in either a) the distributions that summarize the feature (e.g. the mean,
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variance, and skew of the monthly average latitude where the jet stream enters the
conterminous United States along the west coast), or b) the temporal properties of
these features (e.g. the lag 1 autocorrelation and dominant periodicity of the jet
stream latitude). The determination of what is ”excessively large” will depend on
the application and the observed variability of the feature.
The choice of which statistics to use when comparing GCMS/RCMs to observa-
tions/reanalyses is a primary question. The most obvious subjects for comparison
are 1) indices of known modes of climate variability, such as the North Atlantic Oscil-
lation (NAO) index or the Nin˜o 3.4 index, which benchmarks the El Nin˜o Southern
Oscillation, or 2) the climate/weather event of interest (e.g. seasonal or extreme daily
precipitation time-series in a region). (1) is a good place to start but falls short when
none of the common modes of variability in the literature relate closely to surface
events or regions of interest. (2) is helpful as a first look at the reliability of a model.
However, comparing GCM/RCM and observed gridded surface temperature or pre-
cipitation in a point by point manner may be sensitive to small spatial biases in the
GCM/RCM and, more critically, does not allow for the investigator to understand
why a bias exists, or even whether unbiased surface conditions are unbiased for the
correct reasons.
Combining (1) and (2) is proposed in this research. Combining (1) and (2) allows
for the comparison of indices that both relate well to surface hazards of interest
and allow for diagnostics through their intermediate position along a causal chain
(e.g. fig. 0.2). Here I focus on indices that benchmark mid-latitude circulations,





















Figure 0.2: A proposed conceptual dynamical structure for the global climate sys-
tem. The surface conditions (white blocks) ultimately define the climate risks, while
the mid-latitude circulations (light grey block), as encoded in indices, are useful to
compare between the models and observations. The upstream variables (dark grey
blocks) make up the rest of an attempt to encode a simplified and truncated causal
structure of the dynamical climate system. All links are in reality bi-directional, al-
though in this stylized depiction of the system I have only represented the direction
in which I assume the primary influence propagates. Adapted from Lall, 2015.
correspond to previously identified atmospheric or oceanic indices.
I now offer a brief introduction to each of the chapters of this thesis. I then present
each chapter in its entirety. Finally, I conclude with a brief recap of each chapter and
discussions of future work and broader perspectives.
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Chapters I & II: Seasonal and extreme precipitation and
atmospheric circulations
The origins of floods, and precipitation more generally, have fascinated humans for
thousands of years. The ancient Babylonians attributed floods to an insomniac god
named Enlil who was angered by the amount of noise made by humans. The Chippewa
in North America tell of a mouse who gnawed through a leather bag that contained
the sun’s heat, which in turn melted all of the ice and snow in the world and caused
a massive flood. Through these stories and in science today, humans have sought to
understand rain and floods through a causal framework, and I continue the scientific
line of inquiry.
Floods have garnered so much fascination in part because of their destructive
power and ability to reshape landscapes and cities. The cost of floods was estimated
at $USD 8 billion (in 2014 dollars) and 82 fatalities per year from 1984 to 2013 in
the United States (NWS Internet Services Team, 2015) and up to $USD 85 billion
(in 2012 dollars) worldwide in 1993 alone (Kundzewicz et al., 2013). Improved es-
timation and prediction of future hydroclimate extremes could help mitigate these
impacts by allowing for the development of rationally priced flood insurance products
and enabling information-driven decision making with regard to 1) the development
of better early warning systems where high risk exists, and 2) flood protection infras-
tructure investments.
Reliable hydroclimate hazard estimation and projection is key to the develop-
ment of risk management instruments and systems. Unfortunately, GCMs generally
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struggle to reliably simulate extreme precipitation (Dai, 2006; Stephens et al., 2010;
Kendon et al., 2012), which casts doubt on projections of extreme precipitation and
riverine flood hazard. Understanding the bias and uncertainty is additionally diffi-
cult in the case of riverine flooding since chains of models (e.g. GCM → statistical
precipitation downscaling model → hydrological model → flood damage model) and
ad hoc bias corrections are often used (Merz et al., 2014). Thus, without the defi-
ciencies of individual GCMs being well established and documented, the reliability
and uncertainty inherent in many future flood risk estimates is opaque.
The lack of a systematic assessment of GCM/RCM performance focused on cli-
mate hazards is a central impediment to the engineering and impact community’s
ability to address questions related to What can and what can’t the models tell us
about the past, present, and future as it pertains to precipitation-related climate haz-
ards? Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) experiments (Taylor, Stouf-
fer, and Meehl, 2012) provide the raw model runs necessary for such an assessment,
but the fundamental question of how to compare the GCMs/RCMs to observations
and reanalyses in a way that focuses on hydroclimate has not been addressed. I
propose that the following steps are necessary before precipitation and flood-specific
GCM/RCM credibility assessments can be completed.
1. Identify the atmospheric, oceanic, and land surface circulations and conditions
that modulate seasonal precipitation or the probability of extreme precipitation
to occur in a given basin or region.
2. Translate (1) into a set of indices that can be compared between models and
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observations. While several previously identified items for comparison exist in
the form of indices of atmospheric circulation (e.g. the North Atlantic Oscil-
lation; NAO), these indices don’t always correlate directly with distributed or
location-specific precipitation extremes or seasonal totals.
I illustrate the completion of these steps for winter precipitation across the con-
terminous United States and flood-related regional extreme precipitation in the Ohio
River Basin in the first two chapters of this thesis, respectively. In chapter II, I ex-
tend this concept further and use the atmospheric indices derived in step (2) above to
propose an alternative method for estimating future regional extreme precipitation
hazard.
This work provides the starting place for hydroclimate-focused GCM credibility
assessments that will be valuable to both public and private entities that manage
climate risks.
Chapter III: Climate variability and electricity
generation/demand
The credibility of climate models to simulate near-surface temperature, solar insola-
tion, and wind fields into the future will have profound impacts on energy system
planning, particularly if we rely more on climate-dependent electricity generation
such as wind and solar power. Increased reliance on solar and wind is in fact a likely
scenario based on aging electricity infrastructure (ASCE, 2017), ongoing reductions
in solar and wind capital costs (Lazard, 2017), socio-political pressures to mitigate
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anthropogenic warming (Obama, 2017; European Climate Foundation, 2016), and
the capacity of renewable energy sources to meet all global energy needs (Hoogwijk
and Graus, 2008; Jacobson and Delucchi, 2011; Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011).
Increasing reliance on climate-dependent energy generation comes with a myriad
of planning and operational challenges and opportunities, including 1) low frequency
variability in available at-site power and 2) a coupling, or dependency, of electricity
demand and supply.
The presence of quasi-periodic low frequency variability in available solar and wind
power is plausible given the quasi-periodic interannual and longer variations (e.g.,
El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Pacific North American (PNA) oscillation) that have
been shown to modulate temperature, precipitation, and winds.
The coupling of electricity demand and supply is easiest to understand at higher-
frequency (hourly to sub-weekly) time-scales. Heat waves, for example, bring high
temperatures that drive up air conditioning energy demands and also often bring calm
winds that limit the potential output of nearby wind farms. This presents a challenge
because it can create large demand-supply imbalances regionally, particularly in areas
with a high reliance on wind power. Cold outbreaks, on the other hand, can drive up
electricity demand, especially where electric heat pumps are common. At the same
time, cold outbreaks are often associated with frontal systems that bring high winds
and increase the available wind power. Thus, higher reliance on wind power can (in
some cases) result in elevated available power to match enhanced heating demands.
Understanding the consistency and sign of the relationship between electricity de-
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mand and renewable supply across timescales is critical for energy system resilience
planning.
In chapter III, I focus at seasonal to decadal timescales to explore low frequency
variability in wind/solar power and heating/cooling demand and investigate how
the covariation of wind/solar electricity generation and heating/cooling electricity
demand manifest at these longer timescales. Specifically, I investigate 1) whether
there is evidence of systematic (quasi-cyclical) interannual to interdecadal variation
in available wind and solar power and heating plus cooling demand, 2) whether these
energy supplies and demands covary at interannual to interdecadal timescales, and
3) whether the variations are explained by global climate oscillations. I present an
analysis in the context of the conterminous United States and discuss the implications
of the results for the power sector. Very few academic papers have explored these
issues, and even those papers have explored temporally short data sets. (see Chapter
III for discussion of past literature.)
Looking to the future, projecting changes in available solar and wind resources,
the dominant variations of solar and wind resources, and the coupling of solar and
wind power with electricity demand are all important for energy planning. However,
the goal of projecting future climate for the purpose of energy planning lands us in
the same predicament as for hydroclimate events: we must rely on GCMs but have
not yet established their credibility for this application. Thus, similarly to the first
two chapters, the results I present in chapter III are intended to provide groundwork
for the assessment and improvement of GCMs with respect to their ability to simulate
aspects of the climate system that are relevant for climate risk management.
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All three of the aforementioned chapters both a) present novel applications of
statistical analyses to answer societally relevant scientific questions, and b) lay the
groundwork for future advances in our understanding of the efficacy of numerical
climate models to simulate climate events that are relevant to our effective manage-
ment of water and energy resources. Point b) is particularly important because it will
help the scientific community to understand whether the improved parameterization
of numerical climate model processes, which is increasingly possible due to increased
data and computational power, results in marked improvements in the climate models
ability to reproduce societally relevant climate statistics.
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Chapter 1




Seasonal precipitation forecasts over the contiguous United States (CONUS) during
the 2015-2016 El Nin˜o exhibited significant bias over many regions, especially in the
western United States where seasonal information is particularly valuable for reservoir
operation. Diagnosing the origin of this bias requires understanding the empirical
signal from tropical heating to midlatitude precipitation. In this paper, we find that
atmospheric zonal wind indices computed over the region typically associated with
the winter jet stream provide a skillful, spatially distributed, linear prediction of
precipitation over CONUS, over all winters (January-March; JFM). Furthermore, we
show that more (less) central (eastern) Pacific Ocean heating may have contributed to
the unexpected 2016 JFM CONUS precipitation and that this was likely predictable
based on antecedent (December) sea surface temperatures. The zonal wind indices
act as intermediate variables in a causal chain and our analyses provide support for
the potential for empirical prediction and also a diagnostic for physics based models
to help improve forecasts.
Citation: Farnham, David J., Scott Steinschneider, and Upmanu Lall (2017),
Zonal Wind Indices to Reconstruct CONUS Winter Precipitation, Geophys. Res.
Lett., 44(24), 12,236-12,243, doi:10.1002/2017GL075959.
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1.1 Introduction
With the prediction and occurrence of the strong El Nin˜o in the winter of 2015/2016
came the expectation of shifting temperature and precipitation patterns around the
globe and across much of the contiguous United States (CONUS). Many prognostica-
tors saw the 1997/98 El Nin˜o as an analogue for the 2015/2016 event, and projected
catastrophic floods and droughts similar to those experienced in 1997/1998 (Cai et al.,
2014; Cai et al., 2015; Steinschneider and Lall, 2016). At the same time, the El Nin˜o
was welcomed by water managers and farmers in the southwestern United States,
where enhanced winter precipitation in response to El Nin˜o (Clark, Serreze, and Mc-
Cabe, 2001; Hoell et al., 2016; Kurtzman and Scanlon, 2007; Heyer, Brewer, and
Shinker, 2017) was expected to at least partially lift the region from the drought con-
ditions that had persisted since 2012. Contrary to these expectations, precipitation
during the winter season turned out to be below average in much of the southwest-
ern United States, and above average in the Pacific Northwest. In many ways the
January-March (JFM) CONUS precipitation response in 2016 was reminiscent of his-
toric La Nin˜a years, particularly in the southwest and central United States (Fig. 1.1
and L’Heureux et al., 2016).
The winter 2015/2016 forecasting error was particularly striking given that pre-
dictability is thought to be highest during high-amplitude El Nin˜o–Southern Oscil-
lation (ENSO) events (Jia et al., 2015). Skill is particularly modest (and sometimes
absent) when one considers seasonal winter precipitation forecasting over CONUS
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Figure 1.1: (Top, left) Composite January-March standardized precipitation anoma-
lies from the 10 historic El Nin˜o years (i.e. excluding 2016). (Top, right) Com-
posite January-March standardized precipitation anomalies from the 10 historic La
Nin˜a years. (Middle, left) 1983 January-March standardized precipitation anomalies.
(Middle, right) 2003 January-March standardized precipitation anomalies. (Bottom,
left) 1998 January-March standardized precipitation anomalies. (Middle, right) 2016
January-March standardized precipitation anomalies. ENSO ”warm” and ”cold”
phases are defined as years in which the Nin˜o3.4 index was greater than 1 or less
than -1 during the December-February season.
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has been recent success at subseasonal forecasting time scales (e.g., Wang et al.,
2017), seasonal forecasts remain valuable for planning and operational decision mak-
ing in agriculture and reservoir management applications. It is therefore important
to understand the extent to which forecast errors reflect a small signal-to-noise ra-
tio inherent in the system and the extent to which they represent shortcomings on
the part of seasonal forecasting models. An indication that the latter is partially to
blame in the case of the North American Multi-Model Ensemble is that the 2015-2016
December–February (DJF) precipitation forecasts for Seattle and San Diego did not
contain the observed value within the ensemble range. In fact, the observed Seat-
tle precipitation was nearly double the most extreme maximum forecasts (Cohen,
Pfeiffer, and Francis, 2017).
One way of systematically exploring the relationships between tropical sea sur-
face temperature (SST) variability, midlatitude circulation, and CONUS precipita-
tion patterns is to identify a set of intermediate atmospheric indices that explain the
precipitation response and can be related to tropical SSTs. These indices can then
be used to determine whether dynamical models capture existing signal as we tra-
verse the causal chain from tropical oceanic heating to CONUS precipitation. While
there are many atmospheric indices that represent common modes of global or hemi-
spheric variability, these are not ideal for our focus given their weak relationship with
CONUS gridded precipitation. Thus, in this paper, we explore the hypothesis that
variance in JFM precipitation over CONUS can be explained by a linear combination
of zonal wind indices that represent seasonal average jet position and strength, and
later explore the relationship between the indices and tropical heating patterns. Our
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motivation for this hypothesis is the observation that a large amount of boreal win-
ter moisture associated with precipitation over CONUS is often non-locally sourced,
originating from the eastern Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, and the western Atlantic
Ocean regions (Koster et al., 1986; Gimeno et al., 2010; Knippertz and Wernli, 2010;
Nakamura et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2013; Dettinger, 2013). Since the moisture field
(and thus moisture availability) in the lower latitudes is relatively constant (the JFM
monthly coefficient of variation is below 0.1 in most locations in the tropics), we hy-
pothesize that moisture transport from tropical or extratropical regions is primarily
dependent on zonal wind fields and their association with meridional transport. Thus,
while local convergence or topographical features are necessary for this moisture to
generate precipitation, it is possible that the zonal wind indices may inform seasonal
potential for precipitation.
We focus this letter on JFM precipitation due to the profound deviation from
past strong El Nin˜os during JFM 2016, and due to the fact that JFM is the wettest 3
month period in Southern California (Jong, Ting, and Seager, 2016). In the sections
that follow we show the work that supports the following conclusions:
• C1: Reconstruction of JFM seasonal precipitation over CONUS by using zonal
wind indices is more skillful than by using ENSO SST indices or known modes of
midlatitude variability. Furthermore, this reconstruction skill is highest during
El Nin˜o years.
• C2: The leading zonal wind index can partially explain the ”anomalous”
CONUS precipitation during the 2015/2016 El Nin˜o.
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• C3: There is evidence of a strong relationship between tropical SSTs and several
of the zonal wind indices that suggests potential predictability of the causal chain
from tropical SSTs to midlatitude zonal winds to CONUS precipitation. In
particular, predictability of the leading JFM wind index is related to several
modes of antecedent December SST variation; one mode that represents the
canonical ENSO variability and another three modes that represent differential
SST heating in the eastern Pacific vs. the central Pacific and Indian Oceans.
1.2 Zonal wind indices, CONUS precipitation reconstruc-
tion, and the 2015/2016 El Nin˜o
We perform a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the JFM 500 mb level zonal
wind (U500) over a region from 160
◦ E to 40◦ E between 20◦ N and 55◦ N (Fig. 1.2).
Importantly, this region encompasses the jet entry and exit over North America.
We compute JFM average zonal wind fields for each year from the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis I (2.5◦ by 2.5◦; Kalnay et al., 1996) before conducting PCA on the full field.
We retain the six leading components, each of which contain over 5% of the field’s
variance. We sometimes refer to these six principal components (PCs) as the zonal
wind indices. The leading component (PC1) represents the north/south position
of strong zonal wind (i.e. the canonical North Pacific and North American sector
response to tropical heating during El Nin˜o events (see the loadings associated with
each PC in Fig. 1.2)). Notably, PC1 is linearly related to the Pacific-North American

































Figure 1.2: (Top) January-March zonal wind (500 mb) principal component analysis
empirical orthogonal function loading patterns. The western U.S. states are shaded
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Figure 1.3: The estimated correlations between January-March precipitation and the
zonal wind PCs, the Nin˜o3.4, PNA, NAO, and PDO indices based on the 67 years of
data. Correlations that are significant at 95% are indicated with an ”x”.
0.62, -0.49, and 0.66, all significant at 95%). The interpretations of PCs 2-6 are
less straightforward but each PC represents aspects of the orientation and strength
of the seasonally averaged jet. Using the Global Precipitation Climatology Center’s
gridded V7 + monitoring precipitation product with resolution of 1◦ by 1◦ (Becker
et al., 2013), we can see that all six of the zonal wind PCs are correlated with seasonal
precipitation in many regions of CONUS (Fig. 1.3).
We perform a cross-validated regression of the JFM gridded precipitation on JFM
zonal wind PCs 1 through 6 (we call this model PC1-PC6) via an additive multivariate
linear regression model for each grid separately 67 times, each time fitting on all but
one year and predicting the precipitation for the year held out. We then compute
spatially integrated skill scores based on each held out year for all of CONUS and
for the western United States (as shown in Fig. 1.2) and temporally integrated skill
scores based on pooling model predictions by grid cell across time (Figs. 1.4 and 1.5).
We present the skill for the western United States separately because of the region’s
unique water challenges. The JFM precipitation reconstructions based on the zonal
wind indices are skillful both over CONUS and in the western United States in terms
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of the Heidke skill score (Barnston, 1992) for 64 and 63 of the 67 years, respectively
(Fig. 1.4). The number of skillful years over CONUS and the western United States
by measure of standardized mean absolute error skill score is 54 and 53 out of 67,
respectively. The zonal wind index reconstructions are skillful throughout most of
CONUS with the exception of small regions in the upper Midwest and southeast US.
Additionally, on average the zonal wind models are skillful during all ENSO phases
for CONUS and the western United States (Fig. 1.6), although the skill during El
Nin˜o events is much greater than during neutral or La Nin˜a ENSO phases.
We repeat this cross-validated regression with only zonal wind PC1 and combi-
nations of the concurrent JFM Nin˜o3.4, PNA, NAO, and PDO indices. PNA, NAO,
and PDO are included to understand their relative ability to reconstruct CONUS
precipitation given their known influence on hydroclimate over CONUS during win-
ter (Leathers, Yarnal, and Palecki, 1991; Hurrell, 1995; Pizarro and Lall, 2002). The
Nin˜o3.4 index is used to evaluate whether the zonal wind PCs carry additional in-
formation regarding CONUS precipitation above that supplied by a canonical ENSO
index. We present the models with the highest skill in Figs. 1.4 and 1.5. We find
that no non-PC1 model can skillfully reconstruct more than 47 (46) over CONUS
(the western US) by measure of the Heidke or mean absolute error skill scores and
that both the univariate PC1 model and the full model using PC1-PC6 consistently
outperform all other models in a leave one out cross-validation setting. Additionally,
the increased skill of the univariate PC1 model over the Nin˜o3.4 model is an indi-
cation that while zonal wind PC1 is correlated with the Nin˜o3.4 index, PC1 carries
more information regarding CONUS precipitation than is carried by the canonical
25
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NINO3.4 & NAO & PDO
West
Figure 1.4: (Top) Heidke skill score by location and model (columns) calculated from
all 67 cross-validated years. For each of the years, predictions were made based on
the model fit to all other years and the climatological values are defined by all other
years of data besides the current year. (Middle) The cross-validated Heidke skill score
of five models over CONUS. The Heidke skill score is computed after the predictions
and observations have been transformed into below normal, near normal, or above
normal based on the historic tercile into which the observation falls. A positive Heidke
skill score indicates a more skillful prediction than climatology. The solid lines and
points indicate the skill score for each of the candidate models (indicated by different
colors) when each of the 67 years is predicted from all other years. Vertical thick
gray lines show El Nin˜o years. The bars on the right side of each panel indicate the
mean cross-validated skill score across the 11 events for each of the candidate models.
(Bottom) Same as (Middle) for the western United States.
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NINO3.4 & NAO & PDO
West
Figure 1.5: Same as Fig 1.4 but for the mean absolute skill score. Mean absolute skill
score is the standardized mean absolute error skill score vs. a climatological predic-
tion. A score < 0 indicates that the model prediction would have been outperformed
by a climatological prediction, a score > 0 indicates that the model is skillful.
ENSO signal alone. On average, the univariate zonal wind index PC1 explains 10.8%
of the variance in the data, compared to 7.6% for the Nin˜o3.4 univariate model. A
key question is whether this additional information is related to tropical SST vari-
ability (outside of the canonical ENSO variability) and is predictable, or whether it
has extratropical origins and is therefore less likely to be predictable.
Before addressing the aforementioned question in the following section, we briefly
discuss JFM 2016. The univariate PC1 model was the best performing model during
JFM 2016 as a result of a near-normal PC1 during 2016 in contrast to the very high
PC1 anomalies during 1983 and 1998. In fact, the PC1 index suggests that 2003 is
the best analogue El Nin˜o year for JFM 2016 rather than 1983 and 1998 (as would
27
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Figure 1.6: (Top) The probability density functions of Heidke skill scores for three
of the candidate models (columns) by ENSO phase (colors) for the whole US across
all years (solid lines). The average Heidke skill score for each of the models is shown
(dashed vertical lines). (Second from top) Same as (Top) but for the Western CONUS.
(Second from bottom) Same as (Top) but for the mean absolute error skill score.

























































Figure 1.7: (Top) January-March three month average Nin˜o 3.4 index values by year.
(Bottom) The January-March zonal wind PC median values (points) and middle 75th
percentile (vertical lines) by ENSO phase (colors). We also show all six PC values
from the years 1983, 1998, 2003, and 2016 in (black lines of different types). ENSO
”warm” and ”cold” phases are defined as years in which the Nin˜o3.4 index was greater
than 1 or less than -1, respectively, during the December-February season.
be inferred from the Nin˜o3.4 index; Fig 1.7). The similarity between JFM 2003 and
2016 is corroborated by the similar precipitation patterns during those years (Fig.
1.1).
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1.3 Sea surface temperature patterns and potential pre-
dictability
We now turn our attention to tropical SSTs and investigate the predictability of the
leading zonal wind index in an effort to understand whether the CONUS precipitation
pattern of JFM 2016 can be traced to the tropical SST pattern. We use the HadISST
SST data to illustrate that Nin˜o3.4 tercile (which approximates the ENSO phase) is
the leading factor that determines whether PC1 is high or low (Fig. 1.11). However,
our primary interest is whether the weak positive zonal wind PC1 anomaly in JFM
2016 was predictable and more generally whether deviations from the canonical PC1
response to the Nin˜o3.4 index are potentially predictable. Examining the SST com-
posites conditional on Nin˜o3.4 tercile reveals important distinctions between years
with higher and lower zonal wind PC1 indices. Specifically, the years in which the
Nin˜o3.4 index was in the top tercile and zonal wind PC1 was above its median in-
clude warmer SSTs throughout much of the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean and cooler
SSTs in the central and western tropical Pacific Ocean and eastern Indian Ocean
(Fig. 1.11, bottom right). This pattern is exemplified by the lack of eastern heating
and increased west-central tropical Pacific heating during 2016 compared to 1983 and
1998 (Fig. 1.8). This also supports what researchers have previously posited, that
central versus eastern based El Nin˜os may force disparate mean mid-latitude circu-
lation responses (Yu and Kim, 2011; Feng, Chen, and Li, 2016; Paek, Yu, and Qian,
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Figure 1.8: (Left) December detrended SST anomalies for the years 1982, 1997,
2002, and 2015. (Right) January-March (JFM) detrended SST anomalies for the
corresponding El Nin˜o events as are shown on the (Left). Solid contours show positive
increments of 1◦C, while the dashed contours show negative increments of 1◦C.
niscent of recent work by Siler et al., 2017, which linked the dry 2015-2016 El Nin˜o in
California to enhanced warming in the western Pacific and reduced warming in the
eastern Pacific and subtropical North Atlantic. Interestingly, the difference between
SST anomalies associated with high and low zonal wind PC1 values is not the same
in years when the Nin˜o3.4 index was in the bottom tercile (Fig. 1.11, top right). In
that case, years in which the zonal wind PC1 was above the median now included
cooler SSTs throughout parts of the eastern tropical Pacific and warmer SSTs in the
far eastern and western tropical Pacific Ocean. In other words, the canonical ENSO
SST heating and the eastern versus western tropical Pacific heating do not appear to
have linearly additive effects on zonal wind PC1.
Next we conduct a PCA analysis on detrended Indian and Pacific Ocean tropical
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SSTs between 10◦ S and 10◦ N (see EOFs and PC time-series from the leading four
time series in Fig. 1.9). The leading SST PC represents canonical ENSO variability
(the correlation between SST PC1 and the Nin˜o3.4 index is 0.95). SST PCs 2-4,
which each contain over 5% of the variance in the tropical SST region, have loadings
that represent modes of SST variation outside of the canonical ENSO pattern and
may act as secondary determinants for the zonal wind PC1 index. In particular, SST
PC2 has a pattern reminiscent of the pattern in the lower right panel of Fig. 1.11,
meaning that SST PC2 may be especially relevant in terms of separating high zonal
wind PC1 El Nin˜o years from low zonal wind PC1 El Nin˜o years. To further explore
this, we construct a weighted k nearest neighbor model to predict the JFM zonal
wind PC1 based on the December SST PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4 (called Mod 2) and
compare this to a model that is solely based on December SST PC1 (called Mod 1).
We train each model on all years 1950 to 2015 and use the models to predict zonal
wind PC1 for JFM 2016 (Fig. 1.10). We use a simple nonlinear model given the
nonlinear relationships shown in Fig. 1.11. See section 3.2 for further methodological
details.
The inclusion of the three extra December SST PC terms in the zonal wind PC1
prediction model raises the training sample correlation between the mean predicted
and observed JFM PC1 index to 0.82 from 0.68 using only the December SST PC1
(Mod 1). Importantly, the bias in the mean prediction of the 2016 zonal wind PC1 is
also greatly reduced in Mod 2 compared to Mod 1, and the 80th percentile interval
contains the 2016 zonal wind PC1 observation for Mod 2 but not Mod 1. Comparing
Mod 1 and Mod 2 further suggests that resolving the zonal wind PC1 response to
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Figure 1.9: (Top) December sea surface temperature principal component analysis
empirical orthogonal function loading patterns. (Bottom) The principal components
over time. December 1982, 1997, 2002, and 2015 are marked with a point.
the El Nin˜os of JFM 1983 and 1998 versus JFM 2003 and 2016 requires information
regarding both tropical SST variation representing the canonical El Nin˜o response
as well as the relative warming in the eastern versus western tropical Pacific and
Indian Oceans (see the points in Fig. 1.10). Notably, however, the importance of the
non-ENSO heating is not unique to these four years. We recompute the correlations
between the mean predicted and observed PC1 index after excluding the years of
1983, 1998, and 2003 and find correlations of 0.66 and 0.80 for PC1 prediction Mod
1 and Mod 2, respectively.
Zonal wind PCs 3 and 6 are also highly correlated with the December SST patterns
(Fig. 1.12). Here we focus on zonal wind PC1 because it plays such a significant role
in modulating CONUS precipitation.
1.4 Summary and Discussion














































Mod 2 (SST PC1 + SST PC2 + SST PC3 + SST PC4); k = 8
Figure 1.10: The observed January-March (JFM) zonal wind PC1 Index vs. the
predicted PC1 index based on December SSTs. (Top) The black line shows the
observed zonal wind PC1 Index. The blue lines show the mean (solid line) and 80th
percent interval (dashed lines) predicted by the weighted k nearest neighbor model
fit using only the December SST PC1 index on all years prior to 2016. The red dot
and lines show the mean and 80th percent prediction interval for JFM zonal wind
PC1 based on the fit on all years prior to 2016. (Bottom) Same as (Top) except for
the weighted k nearest neighbor model fit using the December SST PC1, PC2, PC3,
and PC4 indices. The observed value and the mean model predictions for the years
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Figure 1.11: (Left) Composite mean of sea surface temperature anomalies by Nin˜o3.4
tercile (rows) and whether the JFM zonal wind PC1 was less than (or equal to) or
greater than its median value (left and right columns, respectively). n shows the
number of years contained within each composite. (Right) The difference between
the left and right columns of (Left) minus the mean SST between 20◦ S and 20◦ N
for that Nin˜o3.4 tercile. We call this zonally centered sea surface temperature SST*.
SST* is used to emphasize zonal variations in the composite differences. ”x” symbols
mark grid cells where SST anomaly values for PC1 ≤ P50(PC1) and PC1 > P50(PC1)
years are statistically significantly different from each other by a Wilcoxon rank sum
test (p ¡ 0.05). All solid and dashed contours are at increments of 0.4 and -0.4 deg
C, respectively.
1.4.1 CONUS precipitation reconstruction model
A strength of our analysis is our attention on CONUS, rather than solely on the
western United States or California (e.g., Wang et al., 2017). It is notable, however,
that both our PC1 and PC1-PC6 precipitation reconstruction models have high skill
throughout California (Fig. 1.4, top).
We retained all six leading zonal wind indices because of our focus on all of
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Figure 1.12: (Left) The rank correlations between detrended December sea surface
temperatures (scale from blue to red over water) and January-March (JFM) CONUS
precipitation (scale from brown to green over CONUS) and the JFM zonal wind
PC indices. (Right) The seasonal partial correlations between December detrended
sea surface temperatures and JFM CONUS precipitation and the JFM zonal wind
PC1 index given the Nin˜o3.4 index. Locations with correlations greater than the
95% significance level are indicated with an ”x”. The fact that removing the linear
effect of the Nin˜o3.4 index dramatically changes the tropical SST signal related to
zonal wind PC1, but does little to degrade the significant correlations of CONUS
precipitation with zonal wind PC1, illustrates that the zonal wind PC1 index carries
information relevant to CONUS precipitation that is separate from the information
provided by the Nin˜o3.4 index.
predictors than needed in most regions, which leads to increased estimation variance.
Selecting a subset from the six leading PCs by grid is easy to implement by optimizing
a penalized maximum likelihood measure through stepwise variable selection. We do
not implement such a selection procedure in this paper to simplify the presentation of
results and because our purpose in this paper was primarily to establish the diagnostic
value of the zonal wind indices across CONUS.
1.4.2 JFM 2016
This work adds to the literature that followed the recent 2015/2016 El Nin˜o event
(e.g., Wang and Hendon, 2017; Paek, Yu, and Qian, 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Wanders
et al., 2017) by showing that the leading zonal wind index was not elevated during
the 2015/2016 El Nin˜o as it often is during El Nin˜o events. The weak positive PC1
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anomaly (Fig. 1.7) corresponds to a more northward North Pacific storm track,
which was in turn due to a persistent ridging pattern off and along the CONUS
West Coast (Paek, Yu, and Qian, 2017) and/or a northward displaced ENSO-related
cyclonic anomaly in the North Pacific (L’Heureux et al., 2016). There has not been
consensus, however, regarding the cause of the western ridging, although there have
been suggestions in the literature that it may be part of a secular trend in response to
warming (Swain et al., 2016), a response to more central (rather than eastern) tropical
Pacific warming (Paek, Yu, and Qian, 2017; L’Heureux et al., 2016), a manifestation
of natural variability (Kumar and Chen, 2016), or a combination thereof. Our analysis
supports the hypothesis that the anomalous winter 2015/2016 North Pacific-CONUS
jet behavior is at least partially related to tropical heating patterns that are outside
of the canonical ENSO pattern. This conclusion is principally consistent with another
postmortem analysis of the 2015-2016 El Nin˜o event by Siler et al., 2017.
1.4.3 Predicting Zonal Wind PC1
Broadening our scope beyond the 2015-2016 event, our weighted k nearest neighbor
PC1 prediction models support the notion that midlatitude and CONUS hydrocli-
mate responses to central and eastern Pacific heating events are distinct, in general
agreement with the findings of Ashok et al., 2007 and Paek, Yu, and Qian, 2017. Our
results are consistent with Yu et al., 2015, who showed that the DJF midlatitude mean
response to eastern tropical Pacific heating indices have a deeper 500 hPa geopoten-
tial height trough in the northeastern Pacific and lower pressures across the southern
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CONUS sector. The hypothesized dynamical explanations for the varied response to
eastern versus central Pacific heating is complex and we direct the interested reader
to Yu et al., 2015, and Feng, Chen, and Li, 2016 and the references therein. These
results are potentially of practical importance since any additional precipitation pre-
dictability based on the longitude of equatorial Pacific heating would be useful for
water managers, particularly in the arid southwest United States.
1.4.4 Zonal wind index applications
We suggest the following applications of the zonal wind indices derived in this paper:
1. Assessing how well climate models capture the relationship between the zonal
wind indices and SSTs/CONUS precipitation. This could provide useful infor-
mation regarding the efficacy of forecasting and simulation models to capture
signal that exists between tropical heating, midlatitude circulation, and precip-
itation.
2. Assessing whether the zonal wind indices are impacted by high-latitude forcings,
or more generally by the equator-to-pole temperature gradient. One goal could
be to evaluate the argument in Cohen, Pfeiffer, and Francis, 2017, which pointed
to the seasonal forecast error during the 2015-2016 El Nin˜o as possible evidence
that climate models are overly sensitive to tropical variability and should be
more responsive to changes in Arctic sea ice and Eurasia snow cover.
3. Exploring how the zonal wind indices (particularly PC1) might change in the
future under anthropogenic warming. This may relate to the previous point,
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since the surface equator-to-pole temperature gradient is expected to continue
weakening into the future under Arctic amplification (Barnes and Screen, 2015).
Some investigators have also posited that anthropogenic warming will lead to
more frequent and more intense El Nin˜os (Cai et al., 2014; Latif, Semenov,
and Park, 2015; Cai et al., 2015), which may in turn lead to a more frequently
enhanced PC1 index during JFM. Complicating this projection is the possibility
of an increased ratio of central to eastern type El Nin˜o events (Yeh et al., 2009),
which we have suggested have a lesser impact on the zonal wind PC1 index.
While we find no secular trends in the historic record of PC1, the behavior of
PC1 under anthropogenic warming should be assessed.
4. An exploration of the predictability of the wind indices by coupled general circu-
lation models at subseasonal timescales, including how predictability depends on
Madden-Julian Oscillation amplitude and phase. There is recent evidence that
subseasonal precipitation forecasts may have skill where seasonal forecasting
models err (Wang et al., 2017). Our preliminary results (not shown) indicate
that strong relationships between PC1 and CONUS precipitation are present
at pentad timescales. Identifying ocean-atmosphere states that correspond to
high predictability of the zonal wind PC1 index may help to identify when
subseasonal precipitation forecasts are more certain.
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1.5 Additional Data and Methods
We used NCEP/NCAR reanalysis wind. The data is available at https://climexp.
knmi.nl. We used the monthly Nin˜o3.4 ENSO index, calculated from the HadISST
sea surface temperature, available at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/gcos_wgsp/
Timeseries/Data/nino34.long.anom.data. The dataset uses 1951-2000 as the cli-
matological time period. We used the monthly Pacific North American climate in-
dex, which uses 1981-2010 as climatology. The index is available at http://www.
cpc.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml. We used the monthly North
Atlantic Oscillation climate index, which uses 1981-2010 as climatology. The index is
available at http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml. We
used the monthly Pacific Decadal Oscillation climate index. The index is available
at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/. We used the
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature version 5 monthly gridded data.
The data is available at https://climexp.knmi.nl
1.5.1 Zonal wind principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was computed on the correlation matrix (i.e.
variables were re-scaled to have unit variance) of the average seasonal zonal wind
record defined separately for each cell. The first six components explain 16%, 11%,
9%, 7%, 6%, and 6% of the variance of the field.
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1.5.2 Cross-validated reconstruction model
For each year t∗ and each spatial location (note that there are 835 spatial locations
in the CONUS and 498 spatial locations in the western CONUS):
1. we compute the mean, standard deviation, and the 33rd and 66th percentiles
of all other years (−t∗) and call these values µPJFM−t∗ and σPJFM−t∗ .
2. we predict the precipitation during the held out year (t∗), by estimating the
predictor coefficients using all other years (−t∗) via linear regression and using
the regression estimates to predict the precipitation during the held out year
(PJFMt∗ ).
3. Lastly we use the µPJFM−t∗ , σPJFM−t∗ , the percentiles, and P
JFM
t∗ to compute the stan-
dardized mean absolute error skill score and the Heidke skill score.
Note that µPJFM−t∗ , σPJFM−t∗ , and P
JFM
t∗ are vectors with length equal to the number
of spatial points in CONUS (835) or west CONUS (498) and that each regression is
computed separately for each grid.
1.5.3 Tropical sea surface temperature principal component
analysis
PCA was computed on the correlation matrix (i.e. variables were re-scaled to have
unit variance) of the linearly detrended December sea surface temperature record
defined separately for each cell. The first four components explain 19%, 8%, 7%, 6%
of the variance of the field.
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1.5.4 Zonal wind PC1 prediction model
We use a weighted k-nearest neighbor model. We compute distance via euclidean
distance and use a Gaussian kernel.
The weighted k-nearest neighbor model proceeds as follows:
1. Call the year of interest t∗. Compute the distances between t∗ and each year in
the training sample based on the distance between the predictor(s). When more
than one predictor is used, the predictors are scaled to have equal variance.
2. Retain the k years that are closest to t∗. Call this repainted sample t* ′.









Where i indexes the k years contained within the t* ′ set and ci is the weight
of the ith observation, which is inversely proportional to distance (d) in the








. JFM is January-March.
Repeat this 1000 times for each year by bootstrapping the training set (re-sampling
with replacement and maintaining the original sample size). This bootstrapping pro-
vides us with confidence intervals for estimates for all training and testing years. The
predictor set for Mod 1 is one dimensional and includes SST PC1Dt−1. The predictor








t is year and D is December. The training sample included the years 1950 up until
2015 and the testing set included the year 2016. We use a neighborhood size of 8 for
each of the PC1 prediction models based on the general neighborhood size guidance
of k ≈ √n. All modeling was conducted in the R package kknn.
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Chapter 2
Chapter II: Regional extreme precipitation events:




General Circulation Models (GCMs) have been demonstrated to produce estimates
of precipitation, including the frequency of extreme precipitation, with substantial
bias and uncertainty relative to their representation of other fields. Thus, while the-
ory predicts changes in the hydrologic cycle under anthropogenic warming, there is
generally low confidence in future projections of extreme precipitation frequency for
specific river basins. In this paper, we explore whether a GCM simulates large-scale
atmospheric circulation indices that are associated with regional extreme precipi-
tation (REP) days more accurately than it simulates REP days themselves, and
thus whether conditional simulation of the precipitation events based on the circu-
lation indices may improve the simulation of REP events. We show that a coupled
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory GCM simulates too many springtime REP
days in the Ohio River Basin in historical (1950-2005) simulations. The GCM, how-
ever, does credibly simulate the distributional and persistence properties of several
indices (which represent the large-scale atmospheric pressure features, local atmo-
spheric moisture content, and local vertical velocity) that are shown to modulate the
likelihood of REP occurrence in the reanalysis/observational record. We show that
simulation of REP events based on the GCM-based atmospheric indices greatly re-
duces the bias of GCM REP frequency relative to the observed record. The simulation
is conducted via a Bayesian regression model by imposing the empirical relationship
between observed REP occurrence and the reanalysis-based atmospheric indices. Ap-
plication of this model to future (2006-2100) representative concentration pathway
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8.5 scenario suggests an increasing trend in springtime REP incidence in the study
region. The proposed approach of simulating precipitation events of interest, partic-
ularly those poorly represented in GCMs, with a statistical model based on climate
indices that are reasonably simulated by GCMs could be applied to subseasonal to
seasonal forecasts as well as future projections.
Citation: Farnham, David J., James Doss-Gollin, and Upmanu Lall
(2018). Regional extreme precipitation events: Robust inference from cred-




Floods are responsible for significant loss of life and economic damages both within
the United States (US) and worldwide. Flood impacts in the US are estimated at
$USD 8 billion (in 2014 dollars) and 82 fatalities per year from 1984 to 2013 (NWS
Internet Services Team, 2015), while worldwide flood losses were estimated to be
about $USD 85 billion (in 2012 US dollars) in 1993 alone (Kundzewicz et al., 2013).
Furthermore, trends in population and urbanization are expected to increase exposure
to hydroclimate extremes (including floods) into the future (Jongman, Ward, and
Aerts, 2012). Given that projections of extreme precipitation changes remain highly
uncertain (IPCC, 2012), particularly in the mid-latitudes, improved estimation of
future hydroclimate extremes is a key ingredient for the mitigation of future flood
impacts.
The poor representation of precipitation fields (particularly extreme precipitation)
in general circulation model (GCM) simulations (Dai, 2006; Stephens et al., 2010;
Kendon et al., 2012) complicate the projections of future hydroclimate extremes.
Simulated precipitation fields are often used as inputs to hydrologic models (e.g.
Kundzewicz et al., 2010; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Lehner et al., 2006; Winsemius
et al., 2015) after some form of bias correction (e.g. quantile-quantile mapping;
Gudmundsson et al., 2012)) or downscaling is applied. However, It is often difficult
to justify a bias correction approach, especially for extrapolation into the future,
since there is no accompanying insight as to the underlying cause for the bias, or
whether the bias correction used would be applicable in the future. In this paper we
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explore whether some atmospheric variables that are closely related to the occurrence
of regional extreme precipitation (REP) are well simulated by GCMs, such that their
use for conditional prediction of REPs under seasonal forecasts or for climate change
projections can be an effective strategy.
2.1.1 Research questions
An important question is whether a GCM reproduces REP events well in the historical
record. Since GCMs represent the coupled dynamics of the ocean-atmosphere-land
systems, answering such a question is highly dependent on the physical parameteri-
zations of each individual GCM. One possibility is that the GCMs credibly simulate
large-scale climate circulations but that grid-scale (and sub grid-scale) precipitation
mechanisms are not well represented. In this case it may be possible to use credi-
bly simulated state variables from GCM simulations to derive or simulate credible
sequences of REP events associated with major floods. We explore this possibility
by focusing on a single GCM and a set of atmospheric circulation indices relevant to
floods in the Ohio River Basin. The following set of questions provide the framework
for our overall goal of identifying the causal structure associated with REP events
and developing an empirical model that allows the causal structure to be tested and
used in a predictive context.
Q1 For the Ohio River basin, are the extreme springtime precipitation events that
are relevant for floods well simulated by the GCM?
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Q2 Can atmospheric indices that are associated with the onset of REP events be
identified from re-analysis?
Q3 Are suitably derived atmospheric indices associated with REP events in atmo-
spheric re-analysis credibly simulated by the GCM?
Q4 If GCMs represent the large-scale atmospheric indices more credibly than they
do the REP events, can we use the GCM derived atmospheric indices to directly
simulate extreme precipitation events in the current and future climate?
2.1.2 Flooding, extreme precipitation, and atmospheric
circulations in the Ohio River Basin
We use the Ohio River Basin, which has a long history of regional flooding, to examine
the questions presented in section 2.1.1. Major events in 1933, 1937, 1945, 1997, and
2011 are among the numerous floods that have had high financial and human life
costs. The springtime flood of 1913 caused over 450 deaths (Perry, 2000), while the
springtime flood of 2011 is estimated to have cost over $3 billion in damages (Smith et
al., 2016). Although floods are influenced by water management strategies, land use,
and soil characteristics, the floods in the Ohio River Basin are generally associated
with heavy and/or persistent precipitation events and/or snowmelt (Nakamura et al.,
2012). The dominance of the precipitation signal is also supported by Mallakpour
and Villarini (2015), who primarily attribute changes in flood frequency in the central
US to changes in heavy rainfall frequency and temperatures while noting that land
surface changes play a secondary role.
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In the study region, and in the mid-latitudes more generally, intense rainfall over a
large area typically requires large-scale advection of moisture from the tropics (Knip-
pertz and Wernli, 2010; Lu et al., 2013; Steinschneider and Lall, 2016). Tropical
moisture export-related precipitation over the central and eastern United States is
dominated by the Great Plains activity center, which sources moisture primarily
from the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea (Gimeno et al., 2010; Lavers and Vil-
larini, 2013; Steinschneider and Lall, 2016). Dirmeyer and Kinter (2010) showed
that large-scale flooding across the U.S. Midwest is often associated with moisture
sources extending through Texas, Eastern Mexico, the western Gulf of Mexico, and
the Caribbean Sea (termed the “Maya Express”). Nakamura et al. (2012) showed
that springtime extreme streamflow in the Ohio River Basin is driven by a unique,
recurrent, persistent and strong atmospheric anticyclonic circulation anomaly located
to the east of the U.S. Atlantic coast (i.e. the Bermuda High), which forces anomalous
northward moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico and tropical Atlantic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2.2 we describe
our methods and data sources. In section 2.3 we introduce the regional extreme
precipitation index and evaluate its relationship to flood flows in the region. In
section 2.4 we compare observed precipitation records to historical GCM runs and
discuss the origin of the GCM bias. In section 2.5 and section 2.6 we present the
results of a diagnostic composite analysis, define atmospheric circulation and moisture
indices associated with the regional extreme precipitation onset, and compare the
indices as derived from reanalysis data vs. the historical GCM runs. In section 2.7
we present the results of the conditional simulation of the precipitation events given
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the GCM fields for the historical (1950-2005) and future (2006-2100) periods. In
section 2.8 we summarize our results and discuss the broader implications of our
findings.
2.2 Methods and Data
2.2.1 Methodological overview
We build on the diagnostic literature discussed in section 2.1.2 in this paper and focus
directly on predicting whether or not a REP process is likely to occur on a given day
based on atmospheric conditions as summarized by a set of indices. The REP event
is defined here as a day when at least 4 of the 15 sub-regions in the region of interest
experiences a daily rainfall that exceeds the 99th percentile of daily rainfall at that
location. Sub-regions are defined by the blue grid in fig. 2.1 and are based on the
GCM’s spatial gridding. Thus, a spatio-temporal extreme precipitation process is
implicitly considered conditional on variables that are derived from a climate model.
Notably, we do not explicitely address issues related to the ability of GCMs to simulate
extreme precipitation as a function of spatial resolution (such as in Wehner et al.,
2010).
We focus on flood-relevant extreme precipitation events and fit and simulate from
a Bayesian model that propagates the parameter estimation uncertainties to the fu-
ture simulations. This latter point is vital for decision making since understanding the
range of possible future outcomes, via various prediction intervals, is helpful for de-
termining our level of confidence in the projections and thus whether the projections
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represent actionable information or not.
Our approach is conceptually similar to a non-homogeneous Hidden Markov Model
(NHMM) (Hughes, Guttorp, and Charles, 1999; Robertson and Smyth, 2003; Kwon,
Lall, and Obeysekera, 2009; Holsclaw et al., 2015; Cioffi, Conticello, and Lall, 2016;
Cioffi et al., 2017) for precipitation downscaling. In the NHMM approach, a stochas-
tic model is considered for the daily rainfall process, where rainfall occurrence is
modeled conditionally on a latent (unobserved) state, and the probability of being
in a particular hidden state is informed by a set of appropriate atmospheric circu-
lation variables. This approach is useful in the context of flood modeling, since it
preserves the sequence of rainfall occurrence and hence of antecedent conditions and
event rainfall, both of which are important for determining flood potential. A chal-
lenge with this approach is that rainfall extremes may or may not be well represented,
since often they are not explicitly conditioned on changing climate state. The end
result of simulating a credible precipitation index time-series from dynamical model
outputs is common to both our proposed method and many bias correction and sta-
tistical downscaling techniques (e.g. (Wilby, Dawson, and Barrow, 2002; Maraun
et al., 2010; Gutmann, Pruitt, and Clark, 2014)). Our method, however, places a
central focus on identifying and representing the underlying dynamics of the process.
We discuss bias-correction and downscaling approaches common to the literature in
section 2.8.2.
Lastly, we focus on the spring (Mar-Apr-May, MAM) season in the Ohio River
Basin (fig. 2.1), following the observation in Nakamura et al. (2012) that this is the














Figure 2.1: Map of study area. Blue grid shows resolution of Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory CM3 coupled model cells. Red grid shows native resolution of
CPC precipitation data cells. The shaded area indicates the Ohio River Basin (∼
530 000 km2) as defined by the United States Geological Survey.
March 1950 through 30 May 2005, and our future study period is from 01 March 2006
through 30 May 2100. All anomalies are estimated relative to the historical monthly
mean unless otherwise noted.
2.2.2 Regional extreme precipitation days and extreme
streamflow
We use the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) US unified gauge-based surface pre-
cipitation (P ) data at horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ by 0.25◦ (Xie, Chen, and
Shi, 2010). The data is defined as the precipitation accumulated in the prior 24
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hours at 12 UTC and is available online from the International Research Institute’s
Data library at https://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NOAA/.NCEP/.CPC/
.UNIFIED_PRCP/.GAUGE_BASED/.GLOBAL/.v1p0/. We upscale the CPC precipitation
data by taking the spatial average of the daily precipitation over the coarser horizon-
tal gridding of the dynamical climate model introduced below (2.5◦ longitude by 2.0◦
latitude). We refer to this upscaled CPC precipitation data as observed precipitation
throughout the manuscript.
The 99th percentile precipitation exceedances, used to define the REP days, are
defined from the full-year daily record for each individual grid cell within the region
of interest. In this case, the region refers to all of the area covered by the blue and
red grids in fig. 2.1. The 99th percentile thresholds used to derive the REP days
are estimated separately for the observed and GCM records from the historic record
(1950-2005) unless noted otherwise. This means that our REP record is insensitive
to bias in the 99th percentile precipitation in the GCM, which in turn means that
this work does not address GCM bias in precipitation intensity (such as in Maraun
et al., 2010). Using the available data shown in fig. 2.1, a REP day means that 4
or more of the region’s 15 grid cells experience a 99th percentile exceedance of daily
rainfall. We use the Hydro-Climatic Data Network streamflow data from the United
States Geological Survey data downloaded with the dataRetrieval package of the
R statistical programming language, and retain only sites with drainage areas larger
than 15 000 km2 and with fewer than 25 missing days over the historical study period.
Six streamflow stations in the Ohio River Basin meet these criteria and are shown in
fig. 2.2.
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Our first goal is to investigate the relationship between the REP days and extreme
streamflow days, the latter of which we define as streamflow greater than the 1 in
365 day streamflow (≈ 99.7th percentile), defined from each site’s full record. We use
the log odds ratio of eq. 2.1 to assess the extent to which REP day occurrence in the
previous 15 days corresponds to enhanced probabilities of extreme streamflow at the
































where Sst is the streamflow at time step t and streamflow station s, S
s
364/365 is the 1
in 365 day streamflow at site s, and t′ is a dummy variable to loop from (t− 15) to t.
2.2.3 Atmospheric reanalysis for event diagnostics
We use atmospheric specific humidity (Q), geopotential height (Z), upward velocity
(ω), and zonal wind (U) fields from the National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP)/ National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis 1
data set (Kalnay et al., 1996). The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset has a horizontal
resolution of 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ and 17 pressure levels. We download six hourly data and
define each day as the average value between 12 UTC and 12 UTC to ensure that
the atmospheric reanalysis data is on the same temporal grid as the CPC precipi-
tation. The NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 data is available from NOAA/OAR/ESRL
PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, online at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/.
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2.2.4 General circulation model
We use the P , Q, Z, ω, and U fields from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-
oratory (GFDL) global coupled model (Donner et al., 2011), called CM3. The
surface and atmosphere in CM3 has a resolution of 2.5◦ longitude by 2.0◦ lati-
tude (fig. 2.1). CM3 outputs are available online at https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/
coupled-physical-model-cm3/. Based on the atmospheric variables and daily res-
olution that we required for this work, we could only acquire two historic ensemble
member simulations and one future simulation.
2.3 Regional extreme precipitation days and streamflow
Figure 2.2 highlights the positive relationship between REP incidence and subsequent
extreme streamflows during MAM in the study basin. Boreal winter (DJF) and
spring (MAM) dominate the record of extreme streamflows (≈ 99.7th percentile) and
the station with the largest drainage area (Louisville) shows a clear maximum in
MAM. The estimated log odds ratio defined in eq. 2.1 is positive for all stations
during MAM (fig. 2.2), a clear indication that the occurrence of REP days is strongly
associated with the occurrence of extreme streamflows during MAM in the Ohio
River Basin. The extreme streamflow seasonality and enhanced odds of occurrence
following REP days are similar when extreme streamflow is defined using the 99th
and 99.9th percentiles, indicating that the relationship between high streamflows and











































































Figure 2.2: (Left) Locations and drainage areas of the six long record streamflow
stations. (Top, right) The seasonality of extreme streamflow (> ≈ 99.7th percentile)
for each site in colors as expressed through the probability of extreme streamflow
occurrence during each season. (Bottom, right) The log odds ratio (eq. 2.1) and
confidence interval associated with MAM days when one of more REP days have oc-
curred in the previous fifteen days vs. those when no REP days have occurred in the
previous 15 days and streamflow being above or below the ≈ 99.7th percentile. The
odds ratio confidence interval was calculated via the unconditional maximum likeli-
hood estimation (or the Wald method) via the epitools package of the R statistical
programming language.
2.4 Regional extreme precipitation in a GCM vs. observa-
tions
We next turn our attention to Q1 by comparing REP day frequency and persistence
in the observed and GCM records.
The CM3 model simulates too many MAM REP events in the study region and too
few back-to-back MAM REP days when compared to the observed record (fig. 2.3).
This is supported quantitatively by highly significant Wilcoxon rank sum tests in






























































Figure 2.3: (Top left; a) The frequency distribution of the number of MAM REP days
by year for the observed record (red solid line) and the two GFDL CM3 ensemble
members (black solid lines). (Top right; b) The probability of a REP event on a day
given that a REP event occurred the day prior divided by the marginal probability
of a REP event for the MAM season for the observed record and the two ensemble
members. (Bottom; c and d) Same as (Top) but with the observed 99th percentile
precipitation thresholds used to derive the model REP records. The bottom panels
show that the discrepancy between the GCM runs and the observed REP records is
even more stark when the observed precipitation data is used to calculate the 99th
percentile thresholds for the model and REP records, an indication of a significant
positive bias with respect to the GCM’s 99th percentile precipitation. In fact, the
median of the study region’s 99th percentiles is 31 mm/day in the GFDL CM3 model,
and only 25 mm/day in the CPC data.
that results in too many (few) local extreme precipitation days in the spring (summer)
and higher spatial coherence of local extreme precipitation days in the GCM. The
origin of the persistence bias in the GCM appears to be related to faster storm
propagation speeds due to bias in the climatological jet stream.
While the CM3 model exhibits a wet bias in the 99th percentile precipitation, the
approach used to define REP events means that this does not explain the inflated
MAM REP counts in the GCM. Since the total number of local (one cell) extreme
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Table 2.1: Two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum test. The null hypothesis is that it is
equally likely that a randomly selected value from sample A (observed in this case) is
greater than or less than a randomly selected value from sample B (GCM ensemble
member in this case)
Observed/Reanalysis & Observed/Reanalysis &
GCM ensemble member 1 GCM ensemble member 2
Variables being com-
pared
W-statistic p-value W-statistic p-value
# REPs (yearly) 2.2× 103 1.8× 10−4 2.5× 103 8.1× 10−8
ZL (daily) 1.3× 107 9.1× 10−1 1.3× 107 8.7× 10−1
ZH (daily) 1.3× 107 8.1× 10−1 1.3× 107 6.1× 10−1
ZP (daily) 1.3× 107 3.1× 10−1 1.3× 107 4.6× 10−1
HUM (daily) 1.3× 107 8.2× 10−1 1.3× 107 8.8× 10−1
OMG (daily) 1.4× 107 1.0× 10−1 1.4× 107 9.6× 10−2
precipitation days (i.e. > 99th percentile) is the same for both the observed and GCM
records, the REP frequency bias can stem from a bias in the seasonal distribution
of the local extreme precipitation days or a bias in the spatial correlation across the
study region.
There is clearly a bias in the seasonality of the extreme precipitation days, which
contributes to the over-simulation of MAM REP days. The CM3 model ensemble
members show 37 and 38 percent of their local (single-grid) extreme precipitation
days occurring during MAM, while the observed record shows only 27 percent (see
fig. 2.4). Conversely, the CM3 members simulate between 10 and 11 percent of local
extreme precipitation days during JJA, less than the observed value of 26 percent.
This seasonality bias is manifest in the REP climatology itself (fig. 2.5) with the
GCM simulating relatively few REP days during the summer (JJA) and relatively
more during MAM. Deficiencies in simulating extreme precipitation during boreal
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Figure 2.4: The difference of frequency distributions (between the observed and two
GCM ensemble members) of local (one cell) extreme precipitation days by season
(columns) over the historic record for all days with at least 1 local extreme precipi-
tation event in the study region.
GCM ens 1 GCM ens 2 OBS












Figure 2.5: The distribution of the regional extreme precipitation days by month for
the observed record and each of the two GCM ensemble members. Note that the GCM
ensemble members are very similar and averaging across them does not significantly
reduce the bias with respect to spring (MAM, or months 3, 4, and 5) and summer
(JJA, or months 6, 7, and 8) regional extreme precipitation day frequency.
et al., 2001) and may be attributable to parameterizations of sub-grid-scale convective
processes (Liang et al., 2006).
The second reason for the inflated MAM REP counts is a tendency of the CM3
model to produce too many co-occurring local extreme precipitation days. More
precisely, REP days occur during 22 and 24 percent of all MAM days when there
is at least one local extreme precipitation event in the two CM3 ensemble members,
respectively, compared to just 11 percent in the observed records (see fig. 2.4). This
indicates that when the model produces extreme precipitation in any part of the study
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GCM ens 1 GCM ens 2 OBS

















Figure 2.6: The precipitation percentiles (shading) averaged over all days when at
least one of the 15 study area cells received rainfall greater than the 99th percentile
for the observed and two GCM ensemble members. All cells with mean percentile
less than the 75th are shaded white.
region, it has a tendency to simultaneously produce extreme precipitation in several
grid cells. This high regional covariance, or smearing, of the extreme precipitation
can be seen in fig. 2.6. This high spatial covariance is not surprising given that the
effective resolution of numerical models is known to be significantly greater than the
grid spacing (e.g. Grasso, 2000). This point is noteworthy for any regional flood
hazard assessment that uses GCMs.
In addition to the frequency bias, the CM3 model under-simulates the occurrence
of back-to-back REP days (fig. 2.3, right panels). The probability of a REP day
following the occurrence of a REP day is about 4 times more than the marginal
probability of REP occurrence in the GCM, compared to about 10 times in the
observed record. This appears to be related to representation of the storm tracks,
which in CM3 propagate primarily from west to east, under-representing observed
south to north movement. This causes the precipitation (particularly along cold
fronts) to exit the study region more quickly (fig. 2.7). We conclude that the relevant
precipitation events are not well simulated by the CM3 model (i.e. no to Q1)
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Figure 2.7: The difference between each GCM ensemble member and the observed
record of precipitation percentiles (shading) averaged over all regional extreme pre-
cipitation days.
and turn our attention to Q2 by investigating the atmospheric circulations associated
with REP days.
2.5 Circulation patterns associated with regional extreme
precipitation
The atmospheric circulation during the REP days is similar in the reanalysis record
and the CM3 historical runs, aside from a modest southward shift in the composite
storm location in the GCM that appears to be a manifestation of latitudinal bias in
the jet.
Figure 2.8 shows the composite time-lagged geopotential height and specific hu-
midity anomalies at 700 hPa (Z700 and Q700) preceding and during the MAM REP
days for the observed record. The dominant features of the atmospheric development
of the REP are similar to those found in Nakamura et al. (2012) for the top 20 floods









































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.8: Daily composites of Z700 anomalies (shades) and Q700 (contours at
4× 10−4 kg kg−1) from four days before each MAM REP event to one day follow-
ing the event for the observed-reanalysis record. Solid contours represent positive
anomalies and dashed contours represent negative anomalies. An “X” indicates that
at least 80% of composite members (i.e. at least 37 of the 46 REP events) had Z700
anomalies of the same sign in that location.
1. A zonal dipole pattern in the anomalous Z700 field at latitudes between about
35 ◦N to 45 ◦N preceding and accompanying the REP events
2. The dipole pattern migrates eastward beginning approximately three days prior
to the REP events, accompanied by an intensification of the dipole and signifi-
cant northward low-level wind anomalies (not shown)
3. A well-organized positive anomaly in the Q700 field over the Ohio River Basin
along the interface of low and high Z700 anomalies that peaks during the day of
the event
4. An anomalous warm surface and low-level temperature anomaly that stretches
from the Gulf of Mexico up to the Northeast US (not shown), indicating that
the REP events are often associated with frontal systems which in turn are
often coupled with extratropical cyclones (not shown)
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5. An anomalous high pressure ridge in the northwest Pacific Ocean south of the
Gulf of Alaska that starts to intensify at least 4 days prior to the REP day and
persists through the day after the REP day. This north Pacific ridge appears
to be a lower frequency pattern that together with the pressure dipole (noted
above) forms a tripole structure spanning from the eastern Pacific to the western


























































































































































































































Figure 2.9: Same as fig. 2.8 but for the day of the REP event (lag = 0) and each of the
GFDL CM3 GCM ensemble members and the observed-reanalysis record (panels).
As in fig. 2.8, an “X” indicates that at least 80% of composite members had Z700
anomalies of the same sign in that location. This 80% criteria translates to at least
83 out of 103 REP events, 92 out of 115 REP events, and 37 out of 46 REP events,
for the two CM3 ensemble members and the observed-reanalysis record, respectively.
The most consistent of the atmospheric features associated with the REP days is
a high pressure system (Western Atlantic ridging) which is for some events related to
an intensified and westward-extended subtropical high. Another consistent feature is
the presence of a low pressure system in the western US that forms about 2-3 days
prior to the REP days.
Despite the bias in the rainfall field, the CM3 ensemble member composites of Z700
(figs. 2.9 and 2.10) during MAM REP events show a similar pattern of troughing west
of the basin and ridging east of the basin, compared to the reanalysis record. There
are, however, a few subtle differences. The ridging patterns associated with REP days
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in the CM3 model have a tendency to extend to the north-east of the study area, while
in the reanalysis record the ridging tends to extend over locations to the south-east
of the study area. The CM3 model also shows a southward displacement of the low
pressure center relative to the reanalysis record, evident in the extent and location of
precipitation during study region REP days (stronger/weaker southeast/northwest
precipitation during GCM REP events can be seen in the difference between the
GCM and observation percentile precipitation during REP events in fig. 2.6). This
is likely related to a southward displacement of the storm tracks in the CM3 model,
which can be seen in the enhanced (suppressed) standard deviation of MAM 700 hPa
geopotential height to the south (north) of 30 ◦N to 35 ◦N in the GCM ensemble
members compared to reanalysis (fig. 2.11) and the clear southward displacement
of the springtime jet (fig. 2.12). We also note the absence of the REP-associated
ridging in the north Pacific in the GCM, which along with the higher frequency wave
train associated with REPs in the GCM, suggests that the GCM can produce REP
days in the Ohio River Basin without the presence of hemispherically organized flow
compared to the observed-reanalysis record. Despite the modest latitudinal bias, and
the lack of a clear tripole pattern, we highlight that the Z700 patterns associated with
MAM REP events are largely similar between the GCM and reanalysis.
2.6 Atmospheric Indices
In this section we show that the GCM appears to reasonably simulate the distribu-



























































































































































































































Figure 2.10: MAM REP day composites of Z700 anomalies (shading) and absolute
Z700 (contours in 50 m increments with 3000 m marked with a thicker contour) for
both the observed/reanalysis (i.e. reanalysis Z700 during observed REPs) and each
of the two GCM ensemble members. Solid contours represent positive anomalies and
dashed contours represent negative anomalies. An “X” indicates that at least 80%
of composite members had Z700 anomalies of the same sign in that location. This
80% criteria translates to at least 83 out of 103 REP events, 92 out of 115 REP
events, and 37 out of 46 REP events, for the two CM3 ensemble members and the
observed-reanalysis record, respectively.
GCM ens 1 − NCEP/NCAR GCM ens 2 − NCEP/NCAR

















Figure 2.11: The difference in standard deviation of daily MAM geopotential height
at 700 hPa for the reanalysis and each of the two GCM ensemble members. Note that
the pattern associated with each ensemble member looks very similar, i.e. averaging







































Figure 2.12: The climatological zonal wind 200 hPa (shading and contours) in m s−1
for the reanalysis and each of the two GCM ensemble members. The contours show
15 m s−1, 25 m s−1 and 35 m s−1. Note that the pattern associated with each ensem-
ble member looks very similar, i.e. averaging across ensemble members does not
meaningfully reduce the bias with respect to the reanalysis record.
hood of REP events. This is critical to the conditional simulation strategy proposed
in section 2.7.
Given that the CM3 model credibly represents the pressure dipole associated with
MAM REP events, we define two indices by geopotential heights in boxes to the east
and west of the Ohio River Basin. We call these indices the ZL and ZH (for the low
and high pressure systems associated with the REP days) and define them as the
mean of Z700 in the western and eastern boxes, respectively, shown in fig. 2.13. The
boxes have a large meridional extent to capture both the center of the low pressure
storms in the GCM REP days and the observed REP days (fig. 2.9). We also define
an index by the mean Z700 in the large box in the northwest Pacific during the three
days prior to the current day. We call this index ZP and include it to represent the
impact of a strong wavetrain with a center of high pressure in the North Pacific on the
probability of REP event (figs. 2.8 and 2.13). We also define two indices to capture
the atmospheric conditions over the Ohio River Basin. The first of these indices is
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Figure 2.13: (Top) the regions that define each of the atmospheric indices. The index
names are shown in red. The Ohio River basin, shown in more detail in fig. 2.1
is shaded in dark gray. The ZP index is defined by the average Z700 within the
area between 130 ◦W and 155 ◦W and 30 ◦N and 55 ◦N (leftmost dashed box), the ZL
index is defined by the average Z700 within the area between 87.5
◦W and 102.5 ◦W
and 30 ◦N and 45 ◦N (middle dashed box), and the ZH index is defined by the average
Z700 within the area between 62.5
◦W and 77.5 ◦W and 30 ◦N and 45 ◦N (rightmost
dashed box). The OMG and HUM indices are defined using the average atmospheric
vertical velocity and specific humidity within the area between 77.5 ◦W and 90 ◦W
and 36 ◦N and 42 ◦N (solid box). (Middle and bottom) The index values prior to and
after the REP events. The black line shows the median index value. The dark shaded
area shows the range capturing the middle 50% of days, while the light shaded area
shows the range capturing the middle 90% of days. All panels use the observed REP
record and the corresponding reanalysis-based atmospheric indices.
values of moisture over the basin increase the probability of a REP day. The next
of these indices is the mean of ω700 over the basin and is called OMG. This index is
important since it represents the existent or absence of local convergence and uplift
that is important for the occurrence of precipitation.
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All five of these indices are defined as their standardized quantities (subtracting
their seasonal mean and dividing by their seasonal standard deviation) following Karl
et al., 1990. Most importantly, all five of these indices modulate the probability of
REP occurrence (fig. 2.13). It should be noted, however, that the daily reanalysis-
based indices have been defined by the 12 UTC to 12 UTC values to match the
temporal grid of the CPC data while the CM3 indices have been defined on a standard
daily grid that begins and ends with 0 UTC to match the daily temporal grid of the
CM3 precipitation. We assume that the relationship between the indices and REP
occurrence is insensitive to this temporal grid difference. Based on (fig. 2.13), we
conclude that indices that are associated with the onset of REP events can
be identified from re-analysis (i.e. yes to Q2) and turn our attention to Q3 by
investigating the atmospheric simulation of the indices in the CM3 GCM.
Figure 2.14 illustrates that the distributional and persistence properties of each
of the indices are reasonably well simulated by the GCM (i.e. yes to Q3). Table 2.1
quantitatively illustrates (based on Wilcoxon rank sum tests) that the distributions of
the atmospheric indices based on the GCM and reanalysis are more similar than the
distributions of REP days per year based on the GCM precipitation and the observed
precipitation. There are, however, a few differences between the GCM and reanalysis
indices. These differences include slightly lower HUM index autocorrelation, slightly
higher ZP autocorrelation, and higher persistence of extreme low values of ZL for
the GCM (fig. 2.14). It seems likely that the persistence bias of the HUM index
partially explains the reduced persistence in the GCM-based REP days compared to
the observed. On the other hand, the other notable persistence biases of the ZL and
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Figure 2.14: (Top) Cumulative distribution function for the MAM indices. (Middle)
The serial correlation function for the MAM indices. (Bottom) The serial tail per-
sistence of the MAM indices when in high states as shown by the probability of the
index being above the 90th percentile on day t, given that the index was above that
percentile on day t-lag, where lag values of 1 through 10 are shown along the x-axis.
In all panels the solid line is the reanalysis-based indices and the dashed lines are the
GCM ensemble member-based indices. Negative OMG and ZL are shown for easier
interpretation since low values of these two indices are associated with REP days.
ZP indices should increase the probability of back-to-back REP days in the GCM
compared to the observed record. Despite these minor differences, we conclude that
the atmospheric indices associated with REP events are credibly simulated
by the GCM (i.e. yes to Q3). We now turn our attention to the problem of directly
using these indices to simulate the REP events (i.e. Q4).
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2.7 Conditional simulation
In this section we turn our attention to Q4 and demonstrate that:
1. the conditional simulation of REP days based on a regression on the atmospheric
indices addresses the bias in the historic record;
2. a future upward trend in REP day frequency is projected both when using the
raw GCM precipitation fields and when using the conditional simulation model
based on GCM-derived atmospheric indices;
3. this positive trend appears to be driven both by a trend in the moisture index
(which is in turn at least partially the result of increasing temperatures), and
by trends in the other indices.
To set up the logistic regression-based simulation model, with a binary response
variable (REP or no REP), we assume that the ZH, ZL, ZP, OMG, and HUM indices
on day t linearly modulate the probability of REP occurrence on day t. Based on
this assumption, we define a logistic regression model to estimate the probability of
a REP day given the five indices (eq. 2.2). We estimate α, βZL , βZH , βZP , βHUM, βOMG
from the observation-derived REPs and reanalysis-derived indices (eq. 2.2). We refer
to these parameter estimates as a, bZL , bZH , bZP , bHUM, bOMG. We use a fully Bayesian
model implemented in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) in R. We use diffuse normal prior
distributions with means of 0 and standard deviations of 25 and 5 for the α and β
parameters, respectively.
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Where t is a time index and REP is the regional extreme precipitation indicator
(either 0 or 1).
After fitting this model on the observed/reanalysis record, we are able to simulate
REP days from the GCM-derived indices using eq. 2.3. Specifically, we sample from
a Bernoulli distribution for each day with probability of a REP as computed from eq.
2.3. We retain 1000 samples for each day.































To verify that our model captures a substantial portion of the variance in the record,
we first evaluate the ability of our model to reproduce the observed record by fitting
the model on the first 42 years (1950-1991; about three quarters of the data) and
predicting the last 14 years. We use these time intervals so that the calibration
sample contains at least several years of the relatively data rich period after the
introduction of satellite observations systems in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
model is only able to capture a small portion of the day-to-day variation with daily
hit rates of 12% and 11% for the calibration and testing samples, respectively, and
false alarm rates of 88% for both the calibration and testing samples. If we allow
the simulation to be off by one day in either direction, however, then we have hit
rates of 22% and 14% and false alarm rates of 0%. Figures 2.15, and 2.16 show that
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the model captures a portion of the interannual variation, and has a negative bias
with respect to representing the persistence of REP days. Lastly, the proposed model
explains 33% of the deviance in the data and partially reproduces the spectral peaks
at 3-4 years and 7-8 years when fit on the full historical data (fig. 2.17). In summary,
the physical variables that we have identified only explain a portion of the variance
in the REP record and can therefore be seen as necessary but not sufficient to predict
day-to-day REP occurrence with high probability. This model is potentially useful,
however, for understanding long-term changes in the REP frequency associated with
changes to these underlying physical variables, as we show below.
2.7.2 Simulation results
The results of our conditional simulation based on the GCM-derived atmospheric in-
dices and the reanalysis-observation coefficient estimates for the historical record are
shown in fig. 2.18. When the model is estimated based on the full historic reanalysis-
observed record, the regression coefficient estimates for bZL , bZH , bZP , bHUM, bOMG
have means of -0.72, 0.65, 0.41, 0.90, and -1.11, and standard deviations of 0.18,
0.30, 0.18, 0.25, and 0.21. All coefficients are of their expected sign and the HUM
and OMG indices have a strongest effect on the probability of REP occurrence. The
bias in the REP frequency is substantially reduced through the use of this simulation
model (compare fig. 2.18 to the top panel of fig. 2.3), while the persistence bias is
still significant. The bottom row of Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 quantitatively illustrate
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Figure 2.15: (Top) Yearly record of the number of REP days per year for the observed
record (solid black points and line), the mean of the regression predicted record during
the calibration period (solid blue points and line) and testing period (solid red points
and line). The 50th percentile prediction intervals are also shown for each year with
blue and red vertical lines for calibration and testing periods, respectively. (Second
from top) The probability that the model simulates the observed number of REPs in
a year divided by the calibration sample probability of observing that same number
of REPs in a year for the calibration and testing samples (blue and red points and
lines, respectively). A ratio greater than one indicates skill. The training and testing
sample median ratios are shown with blue and red dashed lines. (Third from top) The
probability that the simulated number of REPs in a year were less than the observed
number of REPs in a year. Random noise with mean zero and standard deviation of
0.001 is added to the simulation derived yearly time-series to avoid the ties that result
from the discrete nature of the data. (Bottom) The discrete probability distribution of
simulated number of REP days for years where 0, 1, 2, or 3 REP days were observed.

































































Figure 2.16: The probability of a REP event on a day given that a REP event
occurred the day prior divided by the marginal probability of a REP event for the
MAM season for the observed record (obs) and 1000 simulated records from the
Bayesian regression model (sims) for the calibration (left) and testing (right) periods.
The boxplot whiskers extend to points within 1.5 of the interquartile range, and any
observation outside of this range is shown as a point.
Table 2.2: Same as Table 2.1 but for the historical period observed REPs vs. mean
of simulation model predicted REPs




# REPs (yearly) 1.3× 103 1.2× 10−1
ulated REP days per year and observed REP days per year are more similar than
the distributions of GCM-precipitation-based REP days per year and observed REP
days per year.
We use a future simulation of the CM3 GCM under the RCP 8.5 forcing scenario
to simulate daily REP records via our conditional simulation model for the years 2006
to 2100 and compare these projections against future daily REP records estimated
directly from the GCM’s precipitation field (fig. 2.19). The standardization of the in-
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Figure 2.17: (Top) Wavelet power spectrum for the observed # of REP events by
year. Color indicates power and regions inside of the white borders are significant at
the 90% level as determined by shuffling the given time-series (i.e. bootstrapping).
(Bottom) Same as (Top) but for the mean model predicted # REP by year.
our future simulations against projections based on a linear bias-corrected version of
the GCM REPs where we assume that the past frequency bias in the GCM REP
record is multiplicative and representative of GCM REP frequency bias in the future.
Our simulation model projects a significant increasing trend throughout much of the
21st century similar to that projected by the GCM precipitation fields, although
the index-based projections show lower absolute REP frequency. The rescaled GCM
precipitation field derived projection (blue line in fig. 2.19), i.e. the bias corrected





















































Figure 2.18: (a) The number of MAM REP days by year based on the two GFDL CM3
ensemble member’s precipitation fields (black solid lines), the mean of the simulated
REP counts obtained via the regression on the indices derived from the two GFDL
CM3 ensemble member’s Z700, Q700, and ω700 fields (black dashed lines), and the
50th and 95th percentile prediction intervals based on the 1000 simulations (dark
and light shaded regions, respectively). All data has been Gaussian kernel smoothed
(bandwidth = 10 years) before the mean and prediction intervals are computed. The
first and last 5 years of the smooths have been truncated from the figure to avoid edge
effects. (b) The counts for the number of MAM REP days by year for the observed
record (solid red line), the record derived from the GFDL GCM CM3 precipitation
fields (solid black lines), and the mean of the simulations for each ensemble member
(dashed black lines). (c) Probability of a MAM REP day on a day given that a REP
day occurred the day prior divided by the marginal probability of a REP day for
the observed record and the REP simulated records for the two ensemble members
and the observed record. The boxplot whiskers extend to points within 1.5 times
the interquartile range above the 75th percentile, and any observation outside of this
range is shown as a point.
jections in the late period of the 21st century. However, the rescaled projections do
lie within the 95th percentile prediction interval of the simulation model projections.
The observation that a positive, albeit weaker trend exists even after our conditional
simulation provides some evidence that an increasing trend may occur. However, we
emphasize restraint in this interpretation, since both approaches assume the RCP
8.5 forcing scenario and that the large-scale circulation patterns in the future are

























Figure 2.19: (a) The projected number of MAM REP days by year based on the
GFDL CM3 RCP 8.5 ensemble member precipitation field (black solid line), the mean
of the simulated REP counts obtained via the regression on the GCM-based indices
(black dashed lines), and the 50th and 95th percentile prediction intervals based on
the 1000 simulations (dark and light shaded regions, respectively). The blue dashed
line is the projected MAM REP record when we assume that the historical bias
between the GCM and observed REP frequency is multiplicative and stationary and
we rescale the projection based on the GCM precipitation field. In this case, this
amounts to dividing the solid black line by about 2.2. All data has been Gaussian
kernel smoothed (bandwidth = 10 years) before the mean and prediction intervals
are computed. The first and last 5 years of the smooths have been truncated from
the figure to avoid edge effects. (b) The counts for the number of MAM REP days
by year with corresponding line colors and types as in (a).
2.7.3 Moisture trend contribution
It is notable that the increase in REP frequency estimated by our conditional sampling
model is driven by a positive shift in the probability distribution of the as well as the
other indices. To explore the relative contribution of the moisture changes (HUM) vs.
changes in the other indices, we performed additional simulations using the last 30
years of GCM output from each of the twentieth and twentieth first centuries (1970-
1999 and 2070-2099). We first compute the mean change in all GCM-derived indices
between these two time periods (using the GCM ensemble mean for the historic
period). We find that the mean MAM HUM increases by about 0.6 (i.e. about half
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Figure 2.20: Kernel density smoothed probability density functions showing the mean
number of simulated MAM REP days over the 30 year periods of 1970-1999 (red line)
and 2070-2099 (short-dashed green line) and 2070-2099 after the trend in the HUM
index has been removed (long-dashed blue line). Each curve is composed from 1000
points that represent the mean # of REPs per year in a 30 year simulation.
historical record, but simulate REPs using three sets of predictors: 1) using the GCM
indices for the 2070-2099 time period; 2) removing the trend in the HUM index by
subtracting 0.6 from all HUM index values from 2070-2099 and then simulating the
REPs for the 2070-2099 time period; 3) using the GCM indices for the 1970-1999 time
period. We retain 1000 simulations for each of these scenarios and plot the resulting
REP incidence in fig. 2.20. The median increase in the GCM simulations using our
procedure from 1970-1999 to 2070-2099 is about 200 percent when all index trends
are included. It is only 60 percent when the trends in the HUM are removed. These
results suggest that, given our model, about two thirds of the future increase in MAM
REPs is due to a humidity increase.
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2.8 Summary and Discussion
2.8.1 Summary
Precipitation is the primary climate input into the modeling of extreme riverine floods.
Consequently, hydrologists need to consider how to best use future predictions of
regional climate in GCMs, given that many factors contribute to the well-documented
biases in GCM based precipitation simulation. We were interested in an approach that
provided a diagnostic of the physical factors associated with such biases. Next we were
interested whether these factors could be used to achieve a better representation of
the causal factors associated with extreme precipitation, and especially with regional
extreme precipitation in a large river basin (the Ohio as the example), such that
future GCM simulations could be used to statistically assess potential changes.
We began by defining a regional extreme precipitation index, illustrating its rela-
tionship to extreme streamflows in the study region, and investigating the dominant
atmospheric circulation patterns associated with the precipitation events. Next we
showed that the frequency and persistence properties of this regional extreme precip-
itation index are not well simulated by a GCM, but that the large scale atmospheric
circulation indices (defined by large scale geopotential height, moisture, and vertical
velocity fields) that are strongly associated with the extreme precipitation are cred-
ibly simulated by the same GCM. Then we constructed a logistic regression model
to simulate the regional extreme precipitation index at the daily scale based on five
atmospheric indices. This simulation framework greatly reduced the frequency bias in
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the historic record of the GCM REP days. Using this model for future projections we
found that future GCM simulations likely overestimate the total number of regional
extreme precipitation events out to the year 2100. However an increasing trend in
REP occurrence in the 21st century, attributed to trends in both the moisture index
and other circulation indices, is still evident in our simulations. We acknowledge
that our approach still relies on the assumptions that the relationship between the
large-scale climate indices and the REP occurrence is stationary into the future and
that our regression is valid over the ranges of the indices in the future GCM runs.
2.8.2 Relationship to bias correction and downscaling
approaches
Similarly to many bias correction and downscaling techniques, we assume that the
GCM is deficient in its simulation of processes that link the global-synoptic scale
circulations and the grid-scale processes that determine precipitation over a specific
river basin which may represent just a few grid cells of the GCM. We developed our
approach with the following common limitations of bias correction and downscaling
approaches in mind. Using most bias-correction techniques (e.g. Gutmann, Pruitt,
and Clark, 2014; Piani, Haerter, and Coppola, 2010; Piani et al., 2010; Yang et al.,
2005; Friederichs and Hense, 2007; Goly, Teegavarapu, and Mondal, 2014; Pierce
et al., 2015) for extrapolation into the future projections is uncertain given that
most approaches do not explicitly identify the underlying model deficiencies (Ehret
et al., 2012; Dittes et al., 2018). Many statistical downscaling schemes to recover
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precipitation estimates from large scale circulation features (e.g. (Wilby, Dawson, and
Barrow, 2002)) have been proposed, including many tailored for use in future climate
projection (see Maraun et al., 2010, and references therein). However, it is often
unclear how to adapt weather generator (e.g. (Thorndahl, Andersen, and Larsen,
2017)) and weather typing approaches (e.g. Jacobeit et al., 2003; Mun˜oz et al., 2015)
in a non-stationary climate. Dynamical downscaling (e.g. Schmidli et al., 2007))
is another option, but is computationally expensive (Wilby, Dawson, and Barrow,
2002), and is often sensitive to precipitation-related parameterizations and the size of
the embedded domain used (Liu et al., 2011; Leduc and Laprise, 2009). Regression
downscaling (e.g Wilby, Dawson, and Barrow, 2002) is computationally cheap and
is more able to deal with non-stationary conditions. However, the regressions often
do not represent the extremes well and explain only a relatively small portion of
the variance in the data (Wilby, Dawson, and Barrow, 2002). The latter point is
particularly problematic if a goal of the downscaling is to estimate future precipitation
conditions since it may be that the model sensitivity to future regional forcing is below
the level of the noise (i.e. a signal in the precipitation may simply be an artifact of
the model parameterization and estimation).
2.8.3 Caveats and further discussion
A shortcoming of our model is that it does not fully capture the serial correlation in
the REP process, as represented by figs. 2.15 and 2.18. The negative persistence bias
in the reconstruction of the observed-reanalysis record suggests that our model could
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be improved through the incorporation of other variables that inform the temporal
clustering of the REP days. While the persistence bias can be partially mitigated
by including lagged REP days as predictors, we chose not to include a lagged REP
predictor because the predictor was not significant given the presence of the other pre-
dictors and the absence of a lagged REP predictor greatly reduces the computational
cost of the simulation model.
As previously noted, our simulation method does not avoid a reliance on the
assumption that circulation (and associated moisture) changes are well simulated
into the future by the GCM. The frequency bias in the regional extreme precipitation
record appears to be a manifestation of inflated spatial correlation of high intensity
precipitation. The precipitation event persistence bias appears to be a manifestation
of a strong and southerly displaced springtime jet in the GCM that results in faster
moving storms and lower autocorrelation in the humidity field over our study region.
We were able to limit our simulation model’s sensitivity to the southerly displacement
bias by using standardized indices (i.e. a form of bias correction to translate the mean
to be ≈0 and the rescale the variance to be ≈1), but we did not fully address the
persistence bias. Other approaches to handling biases in GCM circulation fields have
been proposed when credible precipitation fields are the desired outcome; Eden et
al. (2012) advocate for the approach of nudging GCM fields toward observed fields
and then letting the GCM simulate the precipitation fields. Two deficiencies of this
approach, however, are the reliance on the convective parameterization scheme of the
GCM (which can be particularly problematic during summer), and an inability to
project future precipitation events because there exists no future reanalysis field to
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nudge towards. Thus, it is difficult to avoid a reliance on GCM circulation fields when
it comes to projecting regional scale precipitation events, and difficult to estimate the
validity of the GCM under warming and other related and relevant changes such as
changing mid-latitude meridional temperature gradients due to Arctic Amplification
(Barnes and Screen, 2015). Finally, the simulation model presented in this paper has
been shown to better predict the REP event frequency than do the GCM precipitation
fields and is therefore plausibly useful for understanding the future trends in REP
frequency. Having said that, the simulation model does not necessarily provide daily
time sequences that are appropriate for impacts models given figs. 2.16 and 2.18.
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Chapter 3
Chapter III: Climate induced risks from decadal




The fraction of electricity generated using renewable energy sources is increasing.
Batteries and control systems are being researched and designed to address the short
term variability of wind and solar power at weather timescales. However, variability
at climatic timescales (interannual to multi-decadal) has not been addressed. Here we
identify covariability between heating and cooling electricity demand and potential
wind and solar electricity production and structured decadal variations in wind and
solar electricity potential in six regions of the contiguous USA. The decadal varia-
tions are linked to quasi-oscillatory variations of the global climate system and lead to
time-varying risks of meeting heating + cooling demand using wind/solar power. In
an extreme case, potential annual wind power sized to meet average annual heating +
cooling demand would meet between 61% and 98% of demand one decade but could
meet between 129% and 200% of demand the next decade. Our findings establish
the importance of considering interannual to decadal variability and its potential pre-
dictability for the design of renewable energy systems, back up sources, and financial
risk hedging strategies.
Citation: Farnham, David J., Vijay Modi, and Upmanu Lall (2018), Climate in-
duced risks from decadal variations in renewable energy potential and heating/cooling
energy demand, In prep.
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3.1 Introduction
A central concern with the integration of wind and solar energy into the electric
grid is their intermittence and variation in space and time. Most analyses focus on
variations in the energy that could potentially be generated from these sources at
timescales relevant for weather systems (minutes to diurnal). However, the space-
time frequency and amplitude of weather systems is known to vary substantially at
climate timescales (season to year to decade or longer). As the fraction of renewable
energy increases, the potential persistent “drought” or “surplus” from wind and solar
power may become a significant concern for system design and financial outcomes.
Yet, so far there is little analysis of these factors. In this paper we present the first
analyses of long term USA climate data for the following questions:
1. Does seasonal and annual potential for wind and solar energy production and
heating/cooling demand vary systematically across years?
2. Is there consistent covariation of heating/cooling demand and wind/solar supply
at interannual to interdecadal timescales?
3. What can we say about the nature of quasi-periodic interannual to decadal
variations in climate, and their influence on renewable energy demand-supply
imbalance at those timescales?
4. What are the implications of (1) - (3) for system performance by season and
location?
There is growing evidence (see section 3.5.1) that reliance on solar and wind power
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is poised to continue to increase rapidly. As renewable electricity generation continues
to constitute a larger fraction of the electricity supply several studies have explored
the reliability and costs associated with scenarios of one hundred percent reliance on
renewable electricity generation (e.g. Jacobson et al., 2015; Elliston, MacGill, and
Diesendorf, 2013) and projected future wind and solar resource availability under
anthropogenic warming (e.g. Pryor, Schoof, and Barthelmie, 2006; Wild et al., 2015).
The first set of these studies is primarily focused on addressing intermittence in supply
at sub-yearly, sub-daily, and sub-hourly timescales using batteries, transmission, and
traditional sources, while the second set is focused on estimating secular changes that
will modify solar and wind energy availability and heating and cooling demand by
location.
By contrast, the coupling of energy demand and supply as well as the existence
and potential predictability of structured inter-annual to decadal variability in energy
supply have not been identified as significant issues for electricity system operation
and design, despite their relevance for regional energy investment and operation. An
exception is one study (Bloomfield et al., 2016) showing that interannual variability
in wind power potential can be relevant for power systems planning in some contexts.
See section 3.5.2 for further discussion of past wind/solar and weather literature.
Past work on understanding and predicting hydroclimatic variability identifies per-
sistent and quasi-periodic inter-annual and longer variations (e.g., El Nin˜o Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and Pacific Decadal Oscilla-
tion (PDO), see section 3.3.3 below), as well as secular trends related to anthropogenic
climate changes in temperature, precipitation, and winds. A question that emerges
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is whether renewable energy supply and heating or cooling demand also experience
similar variations, and what the implication of these variations may be for system ca-
pacity measures, and for financial risk hedging strategies such as weather derivatives.
Our paper presents the first systematic investigation of the large fluctuations in
demand-supply imbalance that result primarily from quasi-decadal signals in wind
and solar power supply and secondarily from the dependence between solar/wind
power generation and heating/cooling energy demand. We analyze 50-70 years of
data for Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle (see fig.
3.6). These are examples of distinct regions in the United States that represent ma-
jor load centers and also different climate regimes. We find that depending on the
season and location, there are statistically significant positive and negative correla-
tions between the potential supply for renewable electricity and the potential demand
for heating or cooling. We also find evidence of significant quasi-decadal variability
in the annual potential wind and solar power at all six locations and for winter and
summer wind and solar power for many of the locations. This results in quasi-decadal
fluctuations in demand-supply imbalance, particularly for wind power supply. These
quasi-decadal variations are linked to well known modes of large scale climate vari-
ability that operate at similar time scales.
3.2 Methods and Materials
The goal of this paper is to investigate the impact of climate on electricity demand
and supply fluctuations. We therefore focus on the largest climate-related electricity
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generation sources and demands, namely solar and wind generation and space heating
and cooling demand.
We focus on wind and solar generation because their fluctuations are critical for
grid operation and planning in the absence of cheap storage due to the fact that they
are intermittent climate-related electricity generators that are incapable of internal
storage; that is, the power that they produce must be immediately consumed or stored
via an external storage mechanism such as a battery. Hydro power, by contrast, allows
for storage of potential energy behind a dam.
In addition to being the most dependent on weather and climate, heating and
cooling account for a large portion of the variable electricity demand in the US.
Heating and cooling are the two largest residential uses of electricity in the US (U.S.
Energy Information Administration, 2018a) and residential demand accounts for the
highest portion of electricity usage in the US, just above the commercial and industrial
sectors (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2018b).
3.2.1 Data
We use the following data from weather stations at Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth,
Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle.
1. Hourly wind speed and temperature data (1948-2017) from weather stations at
international airports in each city are downloaded using the rnoaa package in
R. We require at least 8 hourly observations per day to consider a day complete
because about 13 station-years include at least some days where measurements
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are recorded every three hours, as opposed to every hour. We require at least
90% complete days within each season/year to consider the season/year to be
complete and valid. Overall, over 98.5% of the station-seasons have complete
observations for all days in the season. With these requirements all station-
years are valid and all station-year-seasons are valid except for the 2006 fall
season (Sep-Nov; SON) for Fort Worth, which included 89% of days.
2. Hourly station-based estimates of global horizontal solar radiation (1961-2010)
from the National Solar Radiation Database are downloaded for the inter-
national airports at each city at http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/
nsrdb/.
We use the following monthly climate index data from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
1. Data for the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation 3.4 index (Nin˜o 3.4) is down-
loaded from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Data/
nino34.long.anom.data.
2. Data for the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index is downloaded
from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/norm.
nao.monthly.b5001.current.ascii.table.
3. Data for the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index is downloaded from
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/correlation/pdo.data.




These data are used to compute seasonal and annual wind and solar electricity
supply and heating + cooling demand at each site. In each case, an hour by
hour computation is performed and the result is averaged across the season
or year. To facilitate comparison across sites, we normalize each derived time
series so that the average hourly power supply and demand has a mean of 1 for
each site, unless noted otherwise.
3.2.2 Electricity demand
We use a simple model (eq. 3.1) to estimate the cooling and heating electricity





αheat × (Tcrit − Tt) if Tcrit ≥ Tt




t is the hourly heating or cooling demand at time t (W/capita),
αheat and αcool are the heating and cooling electricity responses (W/
◦C/capita), re-
spectively, Tcrit is the temperature below which heating is required and above which
cooling is required, and Tt is the temperature at time t. We ignore the effects of
humidity and the thermal inertia of buildings when estimating cooling and heating
demand. The latter means that we assume that the indoor air temperature is instan-
taneously in equilibrium with the outdoor air temperature in the absence of indoor
heating or cooling.
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We set Tcrit = 18
◦C, αcool = 36 W/◦C/capita, and αheat = 5 W/◦C/capita based
on (Waite et al., 2017). The critical threshold (Tcrit) and the heating and cooling elec-
tricity responses (αheat and αcool) will in reality vary by location. Constant threshold
values were used under the assumption that they will not have a significant impact
on the findings regarding the importance of interannual and decadal variability.
We compute hourly heating and cooling demand at each site at each site and then
average hourly demand for each season and each year, for that site. The per capita
average power demand at the annual timescale is 129, 107, 190, 52, 111, and 89 W for
Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle, respectively. See
tab. 3.1 for more annual summary statistics and statistics for winter (Dec-Feb, DJF)
and summer (Jun-Aug, JJA).
3.2.3 Electricity supply
We assume that the power output of the photovoltaic solar cells is independent of
temperature and is a linear function of global horizontal irradiance. This simplifica-
tion is justifiable in this context since the efficiency of most photovoltaic solar cells
only degrades by about 0.4% per 1 ◦C (Skoplaki and Palyvos, 2009) above 25 ◦C.
We estimate the wind power potential via a power law wind speed correction to
account for the difference in height between the measurement and a typical industrial
wind turbine (eq. 3.2) and the power rating curve for a Vestas V90 2MW wind
turbine with a cut-in wind speed of 2.5 m/s and a cut-out wind speed of 25 m/s







where uhub is the wind speed at the height of the turbine hub (m/s), umeasured is
measured wind speed (m/s), zhub is the height of the turbine hub (m), zmeasured is
the height at which the measurement was taken (m), and α is an empirically derived
coefficient.
We assume that zhub = 100 m and we set α = 0.11 based on Hsu, Meindl, and
Gilhousen, 1994. We do not scale solar and wind output by square-foot of panels or
number of turbines and instead discuss deviations from climatological values under
the assumption that wind and solar conversion efficiency rates are constant.
We compute hourly solar and wind power at each site and then average hourly
power for each season and each year, for that site. The per square meter average
solar power at the annual timescale is 185, 156, 198, 201, 158, and 136 W for Atlanta,
Chicago, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle, respectively. The per turbine
average wind power at the annual timescale is 340, 494, 434, 245, 474, and 289 kW for
Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle, respectively. These
average wind powers translate to capacity factors ranging from 12 to 25%, given the
2 MW turbine capacity assumed. See tab. 3.1 for more annual summary statistics
and statistics for winter (Dec-Feb, DJF) and summer (Jun-Aug, JJA).
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3.2.4 Spectral analysis of seasonal and annual data
We use frequency domain methods to detect the periodicity of potential signals in
the derived seasonal and annual time series, their coherence with each other and with
the quasi-periodic signals of climate variability modes. Recognizing that climate
variations at interannual and longer timescales can have changing amplitude and
phase over time, we use wavelet and wavelet coherence transforms (Daubechies, 1990;
Torrence and Compo, 1998). We use the continuous wavelet transform with a Morlet
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Figure 3.1: Yearly time-series of DJF heating + cooling demand (top), solar power
(middle) and wind power (bottom) as a deviation from the full record mean is shown
in black for Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Newark, and Seattle (from
left to right). A local regression smooth with a bandwidth of 21 years is shown via
a dashed blue line. Significant (p < 0.05) monotonic trends (Mann Kendall test)
are indicated in the corresponding panel. Significance testing is done using block
bootstrapping (with a block length of 10 years) to address potential autocorrelation
in the time series. We highlight the winter (DJF) season because a) DJF is generally
when the mid-latitude atmosphere is most active and the potential for high amplitude
variations in the demand and supply time-series is greatest, and b) DJF demand is
only heating (rather than heating + cooling) and thus inter-annual to inter-decadal
variations that result from cycles in temperature are clearly manifest in our demand
time-series. Quasi-decadal scale cycles are present in all three time-series
for most stations.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Time-series characteristics and correlations
Yearly time-series of annual and seasonal potential wind and solar power supply and
heating + cooling demand show variability at interannual to interdecadal to longer
timescales (figs. 3.1, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9). The variability is generally most pronounced
for wind power, and least pronounced for solar power. For example, the wind power
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potential in Los Angeles was 70% higher than the long-term mean in DJF 1960 and
60% less than the long-term mean in DJF 1961). The amplitude of the longer term
fluctuations (based on a local regression with a 21 year bandwidth) ranges from ±
10% to over ± 50% of the long term mean, depending on the season, the location,
and the variable. There are also negative secular trends in all of the solar power
time-series, with the exception of Seattle during DJF (figs. 3.1 and 3.8).
Solar power (fig. 3.10) is generally positively correlated in space across the coun-
try at interannual timescales, while wind power and heating + cooling demand have
a mix of positive, negative, and negligible correlations (figs. 3.11 and 3.12). Posi-
tive correlations for DJF heating demand and JJA cooling demand especially exist
between the stations in the eastern portion of the CONUS (fig. 3.12), which likely
reflects their shared dependence on large scale climate.
Lastly, we find that the relationship between solar/wind power and heating +
cooling demand is generally one that is positive, monotonic, and linear for the annual
and JJA and DJF seasons, with a few exceptions (figs. 3.2 and 3.13). Positive tail
dependence is generally high where correlations are positive and low where correla-
tions are negative, with some exceptions (for example, Atlanta has higher positive
annual wind-demand correlations than Chicago, but much lower annual wind-demand
positive tail dependence compared to Chicago). We offer physical interpretations of
the demand-supply correlations for each site in section 3.5.3). The positive (negative)
relationship between solar (wind) power and DJF heating demand for Los Angeles
(middle panel of fig. 3.2) is a sign that solar energy may more reliably meet heating






















































































Figure 3.2: The yearly (left), DJF (center), and JJA (right) rank correlations between
the linearly detrended wind and solar power (colors) and linearly detrended heating
+ cooling demand (top). The uncertainty of each correlation is estimated via 100
bootstrapped samples and shown via a boxplot. The yearly (left), DJF (center), and
JJA (right) positive tail dependence between the wind and solar power (colors) and
heating + cooling demand (bottom). The tail dependence is the probability that
the wind or solar value is greater than its 80th percentile given that the heating
+ cooling demand is greater than its 80th percentile. The boxplot whiskers extend
to points within 1.5 of the interquartile range, and any observation outside of this
range is shown as a point. There are horizontal dashed black lines to indicate the
expected values if the supply and demand are independent of one another. Heating
and cooling demand are positively related to solar power potential at all
sites, while the strength and sign of the relationship between heating and
cooling demand and wind power potential varies by site.
also depends on the variability of the demand and each of the supply time-series.
3.3.2 Quasi-periodic decadal variability and demand-supply
imbalance
The wavelet spectra of the wind and solar power time-series (figs. 3.3, 3.14, and
3.15) suggest that many of the seasonal and annual potential wind and solar power
records are marked by statistically significant quasi-decadal variations. These signals
are particularly strong and consistent for DJF wind power.
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Grid planners, designers, and investors often estimate available at site wind power
using short data records of less than a decade (e.g. Cellura et al., 2010; Corbus et
al., 2009). The evidence of decadal variability suggests that designers who use short
records could face significant up or down side risk in operation over the next decade as
the climate transitions into the opposite phase of a decadal oscillation. For example,
if one were to use 10 years of DJF wind power data to estimate the next 10 years
of DJF wind power production, there is a 25% and 5% chance, respectively, of an
estimation error of 52% and 102% for Seattle (see tab. 3.2). For summer, if one were
to use 10 years of JJA wind power data to estimate the next 10 years of JJA wind
power production, there is a 25% and 5% chance, respectively, of an estimation error
of 36% and 72% for Fort Worth (see tab. 3.2). Note that these errors represent the
differences between the average power of consecutive ten year periods. The substantial
amplitude of the decadal scale fluctuations is highlighted by the large ratios of the
highest to lowest ten years of potential wind power, which range from 1.3 (for Newark)
to 3.0 (for Seattle).
Heating and cooling demand also exhibit quasi-decadal periodicity (fig. 3.16) in a
few cases, and are coherent with wind and solar supplies at quasi-decadal timescales
in some cases (figs. 3.17, and 3.18). In a few cases the demand and supply are phase
locked (i.e. positively correlated) at approximately decadal timescales, indicating
decreased risk of demand-supply mismatch. This is the case for solar power and
heating demand at Newark during DJF.
Despite some phase-locking between demand and supply, large fluctuations exist


























































































































































Figure 3.3: Morlet wavelet transform plots for the annual wind power time-series for
each of the six candidate sites, and mean power for each frequency averaged across
time (right side of each panel). A bootstrapping test is used to assess whether the
variability at a particular frequency is higher than what may be expected by chance.
The black bounding areas on the wavelet plots indicate significance at the p < 0.05
level. The blue and red dots on the average wavelet plots indicate significance at the
p < 0.05 and p < 0.1. Significant spectral power is noted in the 10 to 20 year
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Figure 3.4: The annual normalized (divided by mean) potential solar power (top),
wind power (middle), and half solar + half wind power (bottom) minus the normalized
heating + cooling demand by site are shown in solid black line and points in the left
six columns. Years when supply is greater than demand are marked by blue points,
and years when demand is greater than supply are marked by red points. A local
regression smooth with a bandwidth of 21 years is shown via a dashed black line.
The probability density function of annual normalized supply minus heating + cooling
demand is shown in the rightmost column for all sites and each of the three wind/solar
supply mixes. The demand-supply imbalance has significant secular trends
in the case of solar and significant quasi-decadal scale variability in the
case of wind and wind + solar.
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especially where high amplitude variation exists in the supply time-series and where
low positive tail dependence between demand and supply exists (e.g. wind power
for Seattle). These fluctuations are determined primarily by the interannual, inter-
decadal, and secular variations in the supply and demand time-series, and secondarily
by the degree to which the heating + cooling demand quasi-oscillatory signals are in
or out of phase with the quasi-oscillatory signals in the wind and solar supply time-
series. The fluctuations in demand-supply imbalance present a significant challenge
associated with a heavy reliance on wind and solar power generation as we discuss in
section 3.4.
Lastly, the solar and wind power at frequencies of around one decade are coherent
and antiphase for some stations and seasons over the historic record (fig. 3.20),
which indicates complementarity at those timescales. This antiphase relationship is
consistent with intuition based on event scale dynamics where storms and clouds are
generally positively related to wind and negatively related to surface solar radiation.
In fact, the negative correlation between solar and wind power at individual sites
has been shown to hold across a variety of timescales from hourly to annual (Wide´n,































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.5: The scatter plot between select climate indices and supply or demand
variables during DJF with a loess smooth shown via a blue line (left). The middle
and right panels are the same as Same as fig. 3.3 but for the DJF wavelet coher-
ence between heating demand, solar supply, and wind supply with NAO, Nin˜o4, and
PDO at Atlanta, Fort Worth, and Seattle, respectively. The strong relationships
between known modes of climate variability and the demand and supply
time-series shown here and in figs. 3.23 and 3.24 provide evidence that the
quasi-decadal scale variations in the wind power, solar power, and heating
demand are in part manifestations of low-frequency structured variation
of the complex global climate system.
3.3.3 Relation to large scale climate indices
We focus on the Boreal winter (DJF) when climate modes such as the ENSO, the
NAO, the PDO, the Pacific North American Oscillation (PNA), and the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (figs. 3.21 and 3.22) generally exhibit the strongest
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influence over the climate of North America. During DJF, we find that:
1. higher NAO values are associated with decreases in wind power potential in
Newark and decreases in heating demand in Atlanta, Chicago, and Newark
(figs. 3.5 and 3.23),
2. higher Nin˜o 4 index values are associated with increases in wind power poten-
tial in Atlanta and Los Angeles, decreases in wind power potential in Seattle,
decreases in solar power potential in Atlanta and Fort Worth, and decreases in
heating demand in Fort Worth (figs. 3.5 and 3.24), and
3. higher PDO values are associated with decreases in wind power potential in
Seattle (fig. 3.5).
The NAO is known to influence the climate at timescales of about 10 years in the
eastern CONUS through changes in the speed and trajectory of the North Atlantic
storm track. Our findings are consistent with the known responses to a positive NAO
phase during the DJF season, namely a slower jet stream with calmer winds across
the southeast US and up the Atlantic seaboard to Newark and a warmer eastern
CONUS (Rivie`re and Orlanski, 2007; Hurrell, Loon, and Van Loon, 1997).
ENSO is known to influence the climate along the west coast and throughout
the southern tier of the CONUS (e.g. Hoerling and Kumar, 2000; Yu et al., 2015),
primarily through a more southerly storm during positive ENSO phases. Our findings
are consistent with this, namely a less active storm track, a less cloudy sky, and cooler
temperatures in the Pacific northwest (including Seattle) and the opposite along the
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southern tier of the CONUS (including Atlanta, Fort Worth, and Los Angeles) during
positive ENSO phases.
The impact of PDO on the CONUS is similar to that of ENSO, but the charac-
teristic timescale of PDO is longer (around 3-6 years for ENSO vs. around 7-20 years
for PDO), and our results are consistent this. We illustrate other compelling rela-
tionships between known climate indices and the station-based demand and supply
time-series in figs. 3.23 and 3.24.
While no single mode of climate variation explains a majority of the variability in
the DJF wind, solar, or heating demand, the relationships between global circulation
indices and supply/demand can be of direct use for risk management through the
design of back up sources and transmission capacity, and also for financial hedging
instruments, such as those tied to weather-energy derivatives. As such, the above
observations highlight the need to better understand and predict the climate telecon-
nections to specific regions for both energy supply and demand.
3.4 Key Findings, Implications, and Discussion
Our key findings and their implications are:
1. There are substantial interannual, quasi-decadal fluctuations, and long-term
trends in the demand-supply imbalance for heating + cooling demand with wind
and solar power supply (fig. 3.4), which are rooted in points (a)-(c) below.
a) Based on the six locations analyzed, wind power has high amplitude vari-
ability at interannual and quasi-decadal timescales. If Atlanta and Seattle
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wind speed data from 1977 to 1996 were used to predict the mean wind
power over the next twenty year period from 1997 to 2016, the resulting
estimates would be 24% higher and 67% lower than would be realized over
that period in Atlanta and Seattle, respectively.
b) Solar power potential included a long-term negative trend over the period
of 1961-2010 for most stations. Trends in solar radiation have been the
subject of many investigations (Liepert, 2002; Wild, 2005; Romanou et
al., 2007; Wild, 2016), and have been linked in many cases to changes in
atmospheric aerosol concentrations.
c) We find that renewable energy supply and demand may positively or nega-
tively covary over a year or decade, depending on location and season. This
can be beneficial or can create a high risk of demand-supply imbalance,
that would need to be addressed. The innovation of specialized financial
instruments, such as weather derivatives, appropriate to these time scales,
could potentially be useful to hedge some of this risk, and pay for alternate
supplies. Alternately additional generation or transmission capacity and
storage may be needed.
2. Variations in solar power were more spatially coherent across the CONUS, com-
pared to wind power. The lack of negative correlation in the potential solar
generation in space indicates that pooling solar supply in space through the
installation of long distance transmission lines to connect the entire CONUS
will not smooth times of extreme high and low solar supply at seasonal and
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annual timescales. Enhanced grid connectivity could be useful for wind power,
however, given the strong negative correlations in potential wind power that
exist between regions of the CONUS, such as between Los Angeles and Seattle
at the annual timescale (fig. 3.11).
3. ENSO (inter-annual), NAO (decadal) and PDO (bi-decadal) influence quasi-
periodic variations in potential solar/wind electricity supply and heating elec-
tricity demand to varying degree across the USA. For example, a more positive
ENSO index tends to increase wind power in Los Angeles and decrease solar
power in Fort Worth; a more positive NAO index tends to decrease heating de-
mand during DJF in Atlanta, Chicago, and Newark; and a more positive PDO
index tends to decrease wind power potential during DJF in Seattle.
4. Knowledge of the current phase of relevant climate oscillations may allow pre-
diction of the renewable energy supply and demand over the next season to
decade. Considering the high amplitude variations (upwards of 50% of the long
term mean for wind power in several locations), this presents an opportunity for
the application of potential decadal-scale predictability that could aid system
management and design. Ongoing efforts to predict temperature and precipita-
tion at decadal timescales (e.g. Meehl et al., 2014) should therefore be expanded
to understand the predictability of other energy supply related variables such as
wind speed. Furthermore, given the known predictability of ENSO (Barnston,
2015) at the seasonal timescale, relationships between ENSO and electricity
demand and supply imply potential seasonal predictability of the demand or
supply.
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5. Solar and wind energy viability estimates from past studies (e.g. Jacobson et
al., 2015), may be biased due to the use of short climate records or simulations
(e.g. 5 years), that do not account for the quasi-decadal variability in both
supply and demand that was identified here. Energy system optimization (e.g.
Wiser et al., 2016; Karnauskas, Lundquist, and Zhang, 2017; Pryor, Schoof,
and Barthelmie, 2006; Wild et al., 2015; Franc¸ois et al., 2016) needs to consider
these inter-annual, and decadal climatic modes.
Given the substantial interannual and quasi-decadal at site variation, particularly
in wind availability, connecting locations that are antiphase in their variation or
committing to massive levels of overbuild may be necessary in order to maintain
reliability for a highly wind and solar reliant grid.
The spatial inter-connection of the electricity grid provides an opportunity to
mitigate the long term imbalances in at site renewable energy supply and demand,
provided that there is adequate transmission capacity. This is because phenomena like
atmospheric blocking events, which impact wind/solar energy availability and power
demand, often have spatial correlation scales smaller than CONUS. For example, JJA
cooling demand for Seattle is anticorrelated with JJA cooling demand for the east
coast sites (fig. 3.12). There are some times, however, where the seasonal or yearly
deviation from long-term averages is correlated across all of CONUS. Such was the
case for wind power in DJF of 2012, 2013, 2015, and JJA of 1962, 1975, and 2013,
when wind power available was below the long-term average at all of the six sites.
This CONUS-wide reduced wind power availability alludes to a potential value of
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electricity grid connectivity with regions outside of the CONUS.
In the absence of long-distance connectivity, it is unlikely that battery and related
chemical energy storage strategies aimed at addressing the intermittence of renewable
energy at sub-hourly to weather timescales can be an effective choice for quasi-decadal
variations in the seasonal imbalance in at site generation and demand for renewable
energy. The amount energy storage required to overcome decadal scale generation
shortfalls is potentially orders of magnitude greater than what is required to overcome
sub-daily to 3-5 day (or even seasonal) timescale shortfalls. As such, overbuilding
capacity may be necessary.
How one should approach the sizing and allocation of excess generation capacity,
storage, and transmission, as well as the provision of backup sources from fossil or
chemical fuels then emerges as a challenge that requires spatio-temporal modeling
at regional to continental (and potentially to global) scales. Given that the regional
climate teleconnections vary by season and may have rather different phase across
supply/demand and location, the use of long records to understand the climate tele-
connections and develop a framework for simulation and prediction is needed.
Our forthcoming research will develop hierarchical Bayesian models to aid simula-
tion and prediction using multiple sources of information and forecasts. The intention
is to develop a formal risk management decision framework using these tools to fa-
cilitate efforts towards climate change mitigation and adaptation, through the more
effective provision of renewable energy and its financial risk management. As has
been seen recently in Texas and elsewhere, market prices for wind energy can even
be persistently negative, or drop substantially as there is a regional surplus of energy,
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and transmission or local use capacity are limited. This can translate into a significant
capital expense (e.g., a new transmission line is being built out of Texas to increase
the service area) or a revenue shortfall relative to targets for the system operator.
The perception of such risks can limit investment in the sector. From the perspective
of a consumer, large fluctuations in market prices, or in supply reliability, e.g., those
that may be induced during a drought of renewable energy, in a system with a high
fraction of renewables, are also highly undesirable. The design of financial instru-
ments to mitigate these risks will facilitate investment in the area, and contribute to
climate change mitigation. The use of probabilistic forecasts or scenarios for supply
and demand for the upcoming season or year could help major producers and dis-
tributors with decisions on resource allocation through seasonal and longer contracts
(e.g., with hydropower producers from Canada for the Northeast/Northwest USA,
or with thermal power plants in the Midwest or Southwest), or with more efficient
allocation of hedging instruments such as weather-energy derivatives.
3.5 Supplemental information, figures, and tables
3.5.1 Indications of expanding solar and wind power
Large investments in the electrical grid are imminent given the aging infrastructure
in much of the developed world and growing global demand for electricity. The need
for these investments is exemplified by the more than fourfold increase in the number
of electricity outages per year in the U.S. between 2000 and 2014 (Wirfs-Brock, 2014)
and the U.S. energy system’s dismal rating of D+ on the American Society of Civil
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Engineer’s 2017 infrastructure report card (ASCE, 2017). Furthermore, electricity
demands are projected to increase significantly under scenarios of increasing electric
vehicle penetration (Lopes, Soares, and Almeida, 2011).
Wind and solar are also becoming increasingly cost competitive. In the U.S.,
the costs of wind and utility-scale solar photovoltaic went down by 67% and 86%,
respectively, between 2009 and 2017 (Lazard, 2017). Even accounting for the need to
address short term variability in supply, unsubsidized wind and solar are now cheaper
new electricity generation alternatives to coal and natural gas in many locations
(Lazard, 2017). This advantage may be even more obvious once water availability for
thermal plants and other externalities are considered (Rhodes et al., 2017).
Environmental and social pressures related to reducing carbon footprints are also
motivating companies to switch over to renewable energy sources. For example, in
2016 Google announced that all of its operations would be powered with renewable
energy, and Walmart made the announcement that they intended to be 100% supplied
by renewable energy (Obama, 2017).1
Lastly, there is evidence that renewable energy sources can provide far more energy
than is consumed globally (Hoogwijk and Graus, 2008; Jacobson and Delucchi, 2011;
Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011). Having said this, technological and economic factors
do not solely determine the rate of renewable electricity generation investment, as
there are political/governance factors at play as well (Editorial, 2018).
1In addition, there appears to be political will to increase reliance on renewable energy sources
in some cases. In Europe, there is momentum behind the goal of achieving a fully decarbonized
electricity system by 2050 (European Climate Foundation, 2016). In the US, New York State
Governor Andrew Cuomo recently urged state authorities to greenlight a 90 MW offshore wind
project off Eastern Long Island, and he set a goal of 2.4 GW of offshore wind power in New York
State by 2030.
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3.5.2 Additional literature on solar/wind and weather
There are related bodies of literature such as those on weather risks to the energy
sector (US Department of Energy, 2013; Matko, Golobicˇ, and Kontic´, 2016), the phe-
nomena of sub-seasonal wind and solar droughts (Engeland et al., 2017; Raynaud et
al., 2018), the forecasting of renewable energy production (Wide´n et al., 2015; Cade-
nas and Rivera, 2009), the critical weather situations for wind and solar power from
a prediction perspective (Steiner et al., 2017; Ko¨hler et al., 2017), the future poten-
tial of wind and solar energy generation and optimal mixes thereof (e.g. Wiser et al.,
2016; Karnauskas, Lundquist, and Zhang, 2017; Pryor, Schoof, and Barthelmie, 2006;
Wild et al., 2015; Franc¸ois et al., 2016), and the storage requirements associated with
a one hundred percent renewable energy portfolio (Plemann2014; Jacobson et al.,
2015). However, the spatio-temporal structure of heating and cooling demand and
renewable energy supply, the intersections thereof, and their relationships to large
scale climate variability have been largely absent from the energy planning litera-
ture.2 Two exceptions are a study that illustrated a nonlinear relationship between
electricity demand and wind power potential in the United Kingdom (Sinden, 2007)
and a pair of Europe/Mediterranean-focused studies that investigate the influence of
the North Atlantic Oscillation and solar and wind energy generation (Franc¸ois, 2016;
Pozo-Vazquez et al., 2011).
2Less than 2% of the literature that was referred by the Web of Science under the key words
solar/wind/hydro/-power/-energy focused on weather and climate variability and its connection to
renewable generation and consumption systems (Engeland et al., 2017).
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3.5.3 Demand-supply correlation interpretations
The positive relationship between detrended solar power and cooling demand during
JJA (fig. 3.2) is straightforward and reflects the positive relationship between day-
time near surface temperature and incoming solar radiation at the surface. In DJF,
when nighttime heating demand dominates, the situation is slightly more nuanced.
Increased solar radiation at the surface corresponds to reduced cloud cover, which in
turn leads to colder nighttime temperatures since clouds act as an insulator for the
earth’s surface. Colder nighttime temperatures correspond to increased heating de-
mand. Therefore, higher solar power potential corresponds to higher heating demand
during DJF (fig. 3.2).
The location specific relationship between wind and heating and cooling demand is
variable, as is reflected by the mixture of positive and negative correlations between
wind and demand. Making sense of the relationship’s sign requires understanding
the climatological direction of wind during JJA and DJF, and whether the region
upstream of the location of interest is relatively warm or cold. Then, under the
assumption that stronger and weaker winds generally act to enhance and depress the
climatological wind, respectively, the relationships between wind power anomaly and
heating or cooling demand anomaly can be understood from a physical perspective.
During DJF, westerly winds generally dominate in all of the locations here, except
for Chicago where DJF winds are more out of the north-west. These winds bring a)
relatively warm Pacific ocean air over Los Angeles, b) relatively cold continental air
over Chicago, Fort Worth, and Newark, c) moderately cold continental/Gulf Coast air
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over Atlanta, and d) moderate extratropical Pacific air over Seattle. Thus, stronger
winds generally act to reduce heating demand in Los Angeles, increase heating de-
mand in Chicago, Fort Worth, and Newark, and slightly increase DJF heating demand
in Atlanta and Seattle (fig. 3.2).
In the case of JJA, the winds are out of the southwest for Los Angeles and out
of the west-northwest for Atlanta, Chicago, Fort Worth, and Newark and out of the
west-southwest for Seattle. In all cases these winds generally transport warmer air to
the locations and thus increase the cooling demand (i.e. stronger seasonal winds lead
to hotter temperatures and increased cooling demand; fig. 3.2)). The relatively cool
Canadian, Great Lakes, and extratropical Pacific air act to moderate the signal for
Chicago, Newark, and Seattle, respectively. Strong covariations exist for the MAM
and autumn (Sep-Nov, SON) seasons as well, although the rationale for sign and
magnitude of covariations between wind and demand are more convoluted given the
mixing of heating and cooling demand during the transition seasons.
3.5.4 Tables and figures
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Wind power Solar power Heating + cooling demand










Annual 339 0.26 [215, 636] 185 0.05 [161, 203] 129 0.11 [96, 164]
DJF 462 0.28 [220, 842] 113 0.07 [97, 130] 59 0.12 [44, 78]
JJA 194 0.33 [90, 420] 247 0.06 [214, 276] 265 0.15 [170, 349]
Chicago
(CHI)
Annual 494 0.17 [305, 730] 156 0.06 [135, 175] 107 0.08 [85, 128]
DJF 591 0.21 [305, 849] 75 0.12 [56, 91] 106 0.09 [87, 129]




Annual 434 0.25 [224, 798] 198 0.05 [170, 213] 190 0.11 [158, 242]
DJF 472 0.27 [200, 952] 123 0.08 [96, 140] 60 0.09 [49, 74]




Annual 245 0.18 [101, 383] 201 0.04 [181, 214] 52 0.19 [36, 80]
DJF 190 0.26 [74, 324] 122 0.07 [104, 145] 34 0.12 [25, 43]
JJA 265 0.24 [106, 404] 273 0.06 [234, 306] 77 0.29 [33, 147]
Newark
(NEW)
Annual 474 0.24 [367, 601] 158 0.05 [135, 170] 11 0.08 [89, 135]
DJF 583 0.15 [409, 837] 83 0.08 [72, 101] 84 0.10 [66, 104]
JJA 334 0.19 [218, 493] 230 0.06 [193, 256] 220 0.13 [165, 290]
Seattle
(SEA)
Annual 289 0.42 [126, 689] 136 0.05 [118, 150] 89 0.07 [75, 103]
DJF 328 0.44 [71, 707] 49 0.09 [41, 58] 98 0.09 [82, 126]
JJA 223 0.58 [57, 762] 230 0.07 [198, 262] 129 0.19 [65, 187]
Table 3.1: Summary statistics for wind power potential, solar power potential, and
heating + cooling power demand.
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Annual 15% 2% 7% 25% 5% 12% 41% 7% 15%
DJF 14% 3% 3% 29% 6% 9% 39% 10% 16%
JJA 22% 3% 9% 34% 7% 14% 46% 8% 22%
Chicago
(CHI)
Annual 12% 2% 3% 19% 3% 4% 25% 7% 6%
DJF 12% 5% 4% 19% 9% 6% 24% 17% 8%




Annual 12% 2% 5% 26% 4% 8% 40% 5% 16%
DJF 12% 3% 5% 24% 7% 6% 37% 8% 9%




Annual 6% 1% 6% 9% 4% 9% 25% 6% 12%
DJF 9% 2% 5% 15% 3% 8% 21% 7% 10%
JJA 5% 4% 7% 11% 5% 12% 36% 6% 19%
Newark
(NEW)
Annual 6% 2% 3% 10% 3% 4% 14% 5% 7%
DJF 6% 2% 3% 8% 4% 5% 10% 8% 8%
JJA 11% 3% 5% 17% 4% 7% 29% 6% 10%
Seattle
(SEA)
Annual 23% 3% 2% 50% 3% 4% 101% 5% 6%
DJF 25% 4% 3% 52% 5% 4% 102% 7% 7%
JJA 24% 4% 7% 57% 6% 14% 120% 8% 23%
Table 3.2: The minimum percent error that occurs with given probability (columns)
if the decade mean is estimated from the previous 10 years of data for wind power,
solar power, and heating + cooling demand (sub-columns) for each site and season
(rows). For example, there is a 25% chance that the estimate for average annual wind
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Figure 3.6: Study station locations. The locations investigated in this study




































































Figure 3.7: Same as fig. 3.1 but for wind power during each season (columns) and
































































































Figure 3.8: Same as fig. 3.1 but for solar power during each season (columns) and
for each site (rows). The modest variability in the solar power time-series,
as compared to the wind power time-series, suggests that the year-to-year
risk of under-performance associated with a solar farm is less than that of




































































Figure 3.9: Same as fig. 3.1 but for heating + cooling demand during each season
(columns) and for each site (rows). The positive trends in most of the JJA
demand are likely manifestations of steadily warming temperatures that
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Figure 3.10: Pearson correlations between the annual (left), DJF (middle), and JJA
(right) linearly detrended solar power between all of the six sites. Non-significant
correlations (at 95%) are marked via an ”X”. Solar power is generally positively
correlated across the country at interannual timescales, with the exception
of Seattle, which is less strongly related to the other five stations.
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Figure 3.11: Same as fig. 3.10 but for wind power.
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Figure 3.13: The yearly (left panels), DJF (center panels), and JJA (right panels)
rank correlations between the linearly detrended wind and solar power (colors) and
linearly detrended heating/cooling demand (top). The uncertainty of each correlation
is estimated via 100 bootstrapped samples and shown via a boxplot. The boxplot
whiskers extend to points within 1.5 of the interquartile range, and any observation





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.14: Morlet wavelet transform plots for the yearly annual, DJF, and JJA
wind power time-series for each of the four candidate sites, and mean power for each
frequency averaged across time (right side of each panel). The black bounding areas
on the wavelet plots indicate significance at the p < 0.05 level by randomly shuffling
the time-series 100 times and estimating the 95th percentile of power. The blue and

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.16: Same as fig. 3.3 but for heating and cooling demand. The quasi-
decadal scale structured variations are mostly absent in the annual heat-
ing + cooling demand, presumably because the annual heating + cooling








































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.17: Same as fig. 3.3 but for the coherence of wind power and heating/cooling
demand. The directions of the arrows indicate the phase difference between the
wind power and demand time-series within the regions with statistically significant
coherence. Rightward pointing arrows indicate that the wind power and demand
time-series are in phase, leftward pointing arrows indicate that the wind power and
demand time-series are antiphase, and upward pointing arrows indicate that demand
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Figure 3.19: Same as fig. 3.4 but for DJF heating demand and DJF wind and solar
power only. The demand-supply imbalance has significant secular trends in
the case of solar and significant quasi-decadal scale variability in the case
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Figure 3.21: Yearly average DJF climate indices (black lines) with a local regression
smooth with a bandwidth of 21 years (light blue line) and a 95% confidence interval












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.24: Same as fig. 3.5 but for different combinations of stations and climate
indices.
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Summary, future work, and broader perspectives
Summary
A premise of this work is that reliable projections of future climate risks are best
obtained through the combined use of physics-based numerical climate models, sta-
tistical methods, and first principle-based theory. Statistical methods are the focus
of this work and are useful in at least two ways: 1) for evaluating the strengths and
weaknesses of numerical climate models (i.e. GCMs/RCMs) through comparison to
observed/reanalysis datasets; and 2) to statistically simulate surface climate events
of interest in cases where GCMs/RCMs can credibly simulate important large scale
circulations but fail to credibly simulate specific regional climate events as manifested
at the surface.
Critically, the evaluation of GCMs/RCMs should focus on variables that are rele-
vant to the intended use of the GCMs/RCMs (e.g. to estimate flood hazard). Select-
ing such variables requires tailored diagnostic investigations to identify a set of indices
that closely relate to the conditions or hazards of interest. Ideally, these indices are
based on “up-stream” atmospheric (or oceanic) circulations that are pre-requisites
for the conditions or hazards of interest. Further, developing indices for several steps
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along a hypothesized causal chain (such as fig. 2 in the introduction) allows for a more
complete assessment of where the GCM/RCM is or is not able to credibly simulate
the climate system relative to observation-derived datasets. I contribute three case
studies that illustrate the identification of climate hazard relevant atmospheric (and
oceanic) indices, which can be used for assessing GCMs/RCMs, and I also present
new understanding regarding climate impacts on the water and energy resource man-
agement sectors. I focus primarily on mid-latitude atmospheric indices in each of the
chapters and either derive new indices or illustrate which existing indices are relevant
for a given application.
In chapter I, I focus on winter precipitation throughout the conterminous United
States and derive a set of atmospheric indices from zonal winds over the conterminous
United States and portions of the North Atlantic and Pacific oceans that represent
different aspects of moisture transport pathways. I show that these indices are capa-
ble of predicting spatially distributed seasonal precipitation and that they can help
explain the unexpected precipitation patterns over the conterminous United States
during the winter 2015-2016 El Nin˜o event. The zonal-wind indices represent mea-
sures with which to assess GCMs given an interest in wintertime precipitation over
regions of the conterminous United States.
In chapter II, I illustrate how a statistical model can be used in tandem with a
GCM to simulate a regional extreme precipitation index based on underlying GCM
fields (e.g. pressure and humidity) that are better simulated by the GCM than
the precipitation field. The set of atmospheric indices were derived from reanalysis
and observed datasets and encode circulation features in the geopotential height,
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vertical velocity, and specific humidity fields that are physically necessary to produce
the regional extreme precipitation events. Indices of this sort are useful as tools to
screen whether GCMs/RCMs are credible with respect to their ability to simulate the
atmospheric patterns that precede and accompany flood inducing regional extreme
precipitation events.
In chapter III, I investigate a case in which climate circulations affect the en-
ergy sector. I identify structured quasi-decadal variability of substantial amplitude
in potential wind and solar electricity generation and heating + cooling electricity
demand for several regions of the US and I show that many of these signals are related
to established mid-latitude atmospheric indices. Said atmospheric indices are thus
important for climate models to credibly simulate if one wishes to use GCMs/RCMs
in regional or national energy system planning.
In summary, the primary contributions of this work are a) to present novel find-
ings of interest to communities involved in the generation and use of climate infor-
mation (including climatologists, engineers, and water and energy managers), and
b) to identify atmospheric circulation patterns and derive indices that summarize
these circulations with the goal of improving climate risk assessment and ultimately
adaptation.
Future work
The most obvious followup to what has been presented here is to conduct a series
of GCM assessments on the full suite of available numerical climate models using
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circulation indices such as those that were derived and discussed in the previous
chapters. Specifically, the goal would be to expand what was presented here and assess
the ability of GCMs/RCMs to credibly simulate a variety of atmospheric circulation
indices that are each closely related to surface events that pose risk to our water and
energy systems. A first step may be to compile a list of the most pressing climate
hazards and identify the surface events that drive these hazards. Then the assessment
can proceed by identifying intermediate atmospheric (or oceanic) circulations that
drive the surface events and develop a set of indices that represent these circulations.
Lastly, these indices can be derived from GCM/RCM fields and compared against
those derived from reanalysis and observational datasets. Such a bottom up approach
would make the assessment process focused and efficient.
This thesis also provides the basis for diagnostic analyses that are a step towards
designing appropriate tests of whether or not component-level improvements in nu-
merical climate models actually translate into better simulation of system dynamics,
especially for precipitation and energy-related statistics.
Chapter III of this thesis illustrates the interconnectedness of near surface solar
radiation, wind, and temperature. In fact, nearly all sources of natural hazard are
impacted by the same sets of low and high frequency climate variations. This suggests
that constructing a hierarchical model that simulates the probability of a suite of
hazards (e.g. extreme precipitation, high wind events, and heat waves), instead
of estimating each hazard via a separate model, is a potentially highly impactful
direction for future climate risk estimation work. Future work could therefore focus
on developing hierarchical Bayesian models to aid simulation and prediction using
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multiple sources of information and forecasts. The ultimate goal would be to develop
a formal risk management decision framework using multi-hazard estimation and
prediction to facilitate climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts. In fact,
there has recently been increased attention paid to the importance of multi-hazard
estimation (Zscheischler et al., 2018; Sadegh et al., 2018; Lazcano and Ortiz, 2017).
Broader perspectives
There will likely be increased resources allocated toward climate mitigation and adap-
tation in the wake of the Paris Climate Accord. Directing these resources to maximize
their effectiveness requires reliable projections of future climate conditions and the
associated risks to water, energy, and food systems, as well as to other infrastructure.
Much of the work presented here was motivated by the long-term goal of improving
climate hazard projections. I would now like to take a brief excursion to discuss a
broader issue regarding how scientific communities discuss climate risk and influence
policy/infrastructure management.
It is important that rigorous science drive the discourse both for long-term plan-
ning and in the aftermath of deadly and costly climate/weather events, which them-
selves often influence long-term planning. Specifically, knee-jerk reactions that either
fully blame or wholly dismiss climate change as a contributor to climate related disas-
ters are unproductive. To be sure, there is ample evidence that anthropogenic climate
change has and will continue to impact the probability of many climate hazards. How-
ever, the impact of climate change on many hazards remains uncertain. Unfortunately
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there are recent examples when climate change was quickly and erroneously fingered
as the primary culprit in the aftermath of near-catastrophic events by some segments
of the popular press, but also by some academics. Two prime examples in hydrocli-
mate were the Oroville Dam spillway failure in February of 2017 and the multiyear
water shortage in Cape Town, South Africa. In both cases, climate change received
significant attention despite the fact that analysis indicated that both events could
be traced primarily to mismamangent and short-sighted operation of infrastructure
(France et al., 2018; Muller, 2018). Sloppy attribution to climate change both de-
grades the credibility of the scientific community and can allow mismanagement to
go uncorrected. Therefore, the trends towards dogmatic acceptance or rejection that
climate change impacts the frequency or intensity of natural disasters are troubling.
In a similar vein, we must be clear eyed and pragmatic when it comes to discussing
the efficacy of numerical climate models (e.g. GCMs) and not wholly accept nor
wholly reject their outputs as useful. Each model along the span of the simplistic
zero-dimensional energy balance model to the highly complicated global GCM may
be useful to the researcher, and in some cases, to the practitioner. Determining how
much confidence we should have in the future extrapolations of complicated GCMs,
however, is difficult. In his 2005 paper, Issac Held raised the following existential
question that alludes to how hard the critical evaluation of numerical climate models
is given the complexity of the underlying system. What does it mean, after all, to
understand a system as complex as the climate, when we cannot fully understand
idealized nonlinear systems with only a few degrees of freedom?
However, the difficulties inherent in simulating the climate system are not reasons
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to put a bag over our heads and ignore the uncertainty nor are they reasons to throw
our hands up and stop using and improving our models. Instead, these difficulties
should motivate us to put more effort into developing rigorous ways of understanding
the limitations of GCM simulations.
Hopefully this thesis can play a contributing role in stimulating assessments of
our GCMs, which in particular focus on understanding model uncertainties and limi-
tations. Only by acquiring such understanding can we effectively and efficiently plan
for uncertain future climate conditions.
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Appendix: Hourly covaraition of heating and cooling electrical
demand and wind/solar electricity supply during extreme
demand spikes
This section builds off of Chapter III and explores the tail dependence between heating
and cooling electricity demand and wind and solar power generation at the hourly
timescale (i.e. how much are extreme hourly values in demand predictive of extreme
hourly values in supply). Specifically, this appendix answers the question what is
the solar and wind power availability during extreme hot and cold hours
in New York City (NYC) when heating and cooling demands peak?
Understanding whether there is tail dependence between demand and supply im-
pacts regional energy planning and specifically informs the extent to which solar/wind
energy can meet peaking demands. The shared dependence of temperature, wind,
and solar radiation fields on synoptic weather patterns motivates the hypothesis that
tail dependence between heating/cooling electricity demand and solar/wind power




Time-averaged hourly near-surface (2 m) temperature data and near surface (10 m)
wind speed data from the MERRA reanalysis project (Rienecker et al., 2011) is used
to estimate the electricity demand from heating and cooling in NYC and the wind
power potential in the Northeast US region. This data spans from 1980 to 2017.
Hourly station-based global horizontal solar radiation data from the National
Solar Radiation Database (Wilcox, 2007; Maxwell, 1998) available at http://rredc.
nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/ is used to estimate the power potential in the
Northeast US region. This database is estimated solar radiation via the METSTAT
model (Maxwell et al., 1995) and locally observed meteorological variables. This data
spans from 1991 to 2006.
Electricity demand
We use the same model as in Chapter III (eq. 3.1) to estimate the cooling and
heating electricity demand in NYC. In this case, however, the values of αheat and
Tt vary across the following four scenarios of electric heating in NYC and surface
temperature warming.
1. The historic temperature record and current actual heating and cooling demand
response in NYC. In this case, Tt is equal to our historic time-series from 1980
to 2017 and αheat = 5 W/
◦C/capita based on (Waite et al., 2017).
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2. Same as 1 but with an assumed surface warming signal of 2 ◦C. In this case, Tt
is equal to our historic time-series plus 2 ◦C and αheat = 5 W/◦C/capita.
3. The historic temperature record, but the heating demand response is assumed
to be equal to the cooling demand response under the assumption of a large
penetration of electric heating within NYC. In this case, Tt is equal to our
historic time-series and αheat = 36 W/
◦C/capita.
4. Same as 3 but with the temperature time-series raised by 2 ◦C. In this case, Tt
is equal to our historic time-series plus 2 ◦C and αheat = 36 W/◦C/capita.
We use our electricity demand model under the four scenarios to infer the sea-
sonality and time of day of heating and cooling electricity demand spikes for NYC
given the historic temperature record. As in Chapter III, we do not scale demand by
capita and instead focus on deviations from the long-term average demand assuming
a constant population.
Electricity supply
We use the same model as in Chapter III (eq. 3.2) to estimate the wind power
potential. As in Chapter III, we do not scale solar and wind output by square-foot of
panels or number of turbines and instead discuss deviations from climatological values
under the assumption that wind and solar conversion efficiency rates are constant.
We investigate the regional field of solar and wind power supply bounded by 34◦-
48◦N and 67◦-85◦W. We next focus on the energy potential in three areas during
electricity demand peaks in NYC (fig. AI.1.) The first region is the power supply
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potential around NYC itself defined as the area between 40◦-41◦N and 73.25◦-74.75◦W
(we call this region NYC). The second region is Western New York State (we call
this region WNY) and is defined as the area between 42◦-43.5◦N and 75◦-79◦W. The
third region is the offshore region adjacent to Long Island and New Jersey (we call
this region Offshore) and is defined as the area between 39.75◦-40.6◦N and 72.5◦-
74◦W. The NYC and WNY regions are potential solar farm locations while all three
regions are potential wind farm locations. These sites are selected because they are
either regions in which solar or wind farms exist or have been proposed. Transmission













Figure AI.1: The locations of the solar and wind energy generation (boxes) and the
location of NYC (purple star). The Western New York State region is shown in red,
the Offshore region is shown in blue, and the NYC regional is shown in purple.
Tail dependence
We investigate the top 2.5% (we call this extreme) and 25% (we call this high) of
heating and cooling electricity demand hours by season.
We use eq. AI.3 to assess the tail dependence between the heating/cooling power






∗∣∣Dt > D∗) (AI.3)
where St is wind or solar power generated at time t, S
∗ is the 97.5th or 75th
percentile of wind or solar power for the season of interest, Dt is the heating or
cooling power demand at time t, and D∗ is the 97.5th or 75th percentile of heating
or cooling power demand for the season of interest.
Seasonality and diurnal cycles of heating and cooling electric-
ity demand
The June-August (JJA) season contains the highest mean and peak electricity de-
mand under the current level of electric heating (fig. AI.2). (Considering the warming
scenario (red lines and red shaded regions in fig. AI.2) only enhances the dominance
of JJA.)
The mean and peak heating demand during December-February (DJF), however,
are the largest under the scenario of increased electric heating (fig. AI.2 bottom
panels). The DJF heating demand dominates under the increased electric heating
scenario regardless of whether we consider a potential temperature increase.
Based on the dominance of the JJA and DJF seasons for cooling and heating
demand, respectively, we focus on 1) the cooling demand in NYC during JJA and
2) the heating demand in NYC during DJF under the possible scenario of increased
electric heating throughout the remainder of the paper.
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Figure AI.2: The mean, the 75th and the 99th percentile demand hours are shown
by season and hour of day by the line, dark shaded, and light shaded regions. The
top row of panels shows the current electric heating for New York City, while the
bottom panels shows the hypothetical scenario with significantly increased electric
heating in New York City. The colors of the lines indicate the temperature scenario.
DJF is December-February, JJA is June-August, MAM is March-May, and SON is
September-November.
We investigate the diurnal cycle and monthly distribution of the high (top 25%)
and extreme (top 2.5%) cooling/heating demand hours during JJA/DJF under sce-
narios (1)/(3) (fig. AI.3).
The overwhelming majority of extreme summer (June through August; JJA)
cooling demand hours occur during July and August, while the winter (December
through February; DJF) heating demand extremes are most prevalent during Jan-
uary and February (fig. AI.3). The summer cooling demand spikes are centered
around mid-afternoon local time (4 PM in NYC), while the winter heating demand
spikes throughout the late night and the early morning (6 AM in NYC).
We focus on the high and extreme demand hours for the remainder of this analysis
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since these tail values of the electricity demand represent times when generation will
struggle to meet demand.
DJF JJA






















































































Figure AI.3: The hour of day (left) and month (right) of the top 25% (top) and 2.5%
(bottom) of both heating (DJF) and cooling (JJA) demand hours.
We now explore the synchronization between extreme cooling/heating demand
and wind/solar energy potential in the Northeast US region during the JJA and DJF
seasons by discussing the diurnal cycle of wind and solar energy potential during
those seasons.
Solar and wind
The mean wind speed is highest during the DJF season, while the mean solar radiation
is highest during the JJA season (figs. AI.4 and AI.5).
The mean seasonal wind speed is much higher over the Atlantic ocean and Great
Lakes than over land. The diurnal cycle for wind speeds is inverted when comparing
the Atlantic Ocean and the land of the Northeast U.S. The ocean wind speeds are
163
highest during the NYC late evening (2100 UTC to 500 UTC), while the land wind
speeds are generally highest during the NYC late morning and early afternoon (1300
UTC to 1900 UTC).
JJA
DJF
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hourly mean wind speed − mean wind speed (m/s)
Figure AI.4: The mean wind speed throughout the Northeast US for the winter (DJF)
and summer (JJA) seasons (left). The diurnal cycle by UTC hour for each season as
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hourly mean global rad − mean global rad (W/m2)
Figure AI.5: Same as fig. AI.4 but for solar radiation.
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The mean solar radiation, on the other hand, is nearly uniform over the whole
domain. The diurnal cycle of the solar radiation is also nearly uniform over the whole
domain and is maximum in the early afternoon (NYC time). The solar radiation
peaks during the early afternoon during both the DJF and JJA seasons (1600 to
1800 UTC).
We now analyze the magnitude of solar and wind power that is available during
the exact hours when the heating and cooling demand peaks occurred over the historic
record.
Regional solar and wind power during demand spikes
The space-time patterns of wind and solar power potential during and preceding high
and extreme heating and cooling demand hours varies by season. The spatial pattern
of probability of high and extreme wind power availability given high or extreme
heating or cooling demand in NYC (fig. AI.6) illustrate that wind speeds are generally
enhanced over the Atlantic Ocean during the DJF high and extreme heating demand
hours and enhanced over land during the JJA high and extreme cooling demand
hours. These patterns of enhancement are consistent with the diurnal cycles of the
wind and the peak heating demands. The wind patterns (arrows on fig. AI.6) during
the extreme heating and cooling hours also reflect the northerly and southerly flows
of cold and warm air into the region associated with particularly cold and hot hours
during the DJF and JJA season, respectively.
The probability of high and extreme solar power availability given high or extreme
165
heating or cooling demand in NYC is spatially uniform (fig. AI.7). The significant
enhancement of high or extreme solar power to match high or extreme cooling de-
mands during the JJA season is a reflection of the shared diurnal phase of the JJA
cooling demand peaks and the solar radiation (figs. AI.3 and AI.5).
* *
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P(S > S0.75 | D > D0.75)
Figure AI.6: Measure of tail dependence as shown by the conditional probability
(shading) of supply being greater than the 97.5th (top) and the 75th (bottom) per-
centiles given that the heating (left) and cooling (right) demand were greater than
the 97.5th (top) and the 75th (bottom) percentiles. The demand center is New York
City and the wind power is shown for each grid cell separately. The mean wind vector


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P(S > S0.75 | D > D0.75)
Figure AI.7: Same as the shaded field in fig. AI.6 but for available solar power by
station.
We now focus on the spatially averaged wind power generation in the three regions
shown in fig. AI.1, and the mean solar power generation in the two land regions shown
in fig. AI.1.
We conclude, based on fig. AI.8, that in general there is positive tail dependence
between regional solar power and NYC cooling demand spikes during JJA and wind
power generation and NYC heating demand spikes during DJF. In addition to this,
there is also significantly elevated probability of extreme WNY wind power availability















































Figure AI.8: Measure of tail dependence as shown by the conditional probability of
supply (blue is wind and red is solar) being greater than the 97.5th (top) and the
75th (bottom) percentiles given that the heat (left) and cooling (right) demand were
greater than the 97.5th (top) and the 75th (bottom) percentiles. The demand center
is always New York City and each of the supply regions (from fig. AI.1 are shown
as separate boxplots). The boxplots are constructed from 100 bootstrap samples.
The horizontal dashed lines indicate the expected probability if no dependence exists
between the demand and supply.
It is also plausible that new solar and wind generation is supplemented by large-
scale regional electricity storage. Thus, it is informative to evaluate the temporal
pattern of electricity generation in the generator regions in the hours before a cool-
ing/heating demand spike in order to determine whether the use of short term storage
can help smooth temporal imbalances between solar and wind supply and heating and
cooling demands during extreme heating and cooling peaks. We just focus on the top
2.5% of heating and cooling demand hours, respectively.
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There are three striking patterns in the time-series plots (figs. AI.9 and AI.10).
1. The solar power generation anomaly six hours prior to the cooling demand
spikes (in JJA) is generally lower than the power generation anomaly during the
demand spike (fig. AI.10). This is a manifestation of the similar diurnal cycles
of cooling demand and solar radiation and suggests that sub-daily storage to
shift JJA solar supply to meet extreme JJA cooling demand would be of limited
benefit.
2. The wind power generation anomaly six hours prior to the heating demand
spikes (in DJF) is generally greater than the power generation anomaly during
the demand spike (fig. AI.9). This suggests that sub-daily storage to shift DJF
wind supply to meet extreme DJF heating demand would likely be useful in
this case.
3. Lastly, the offshore region has anomalously high wind power potential during
heating demand spikes in NYC with great consistency compared to the wind
power anomaly in the NYC region, despite the fact that the average wind gen-
eration anomaly during a heating demand spike is greater in the NYC region
than in the offshore region (fig. AI.9). This suggests that the reliability (i.e.
probability of supply exceeding demand) would likely be higher of a system with
more offshore wind generation as opposed to more local onshore wind generation
during extreme heating hours, despite the fact that the mean wind power gen-
erated prior to and during the extreme heating hours would be approximately
the same.
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Figure AI.9: The smoothed distribution of the wind and solar energy in the regions
outlined in fig. AI.1 six hours prior, three hours prior, one hour prior, and the hour
of the top 2.5% of heating demand hours in NYC. The dashed vertical line indicates
no deviation from the climatological DJF value, and the solid vertical line indicates
the mean for the distribution of supply during the high demand hours.













































Figure AI.10: Same as fig. AI.9 but for the cooling season (JJA).
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Impact of demand-supply dependence on reliability
From the energy system planning and operations perspectives, we are concerned
with the impacts of the tail dependence on the reliability estimates for solar and
wind reliant systems. Figure AI.11 illustrates the counter-intuitive result that the
reliability is actually greater during high DJF heating demand hours in NYC given
an offshore wind supply that is sized so that the mean DJF supply equals the mean
DJF demand. This is shown by the positive slope for the observed reliability as
the demand increases in fig. AI.11 and illustrates the potential complementarity of
electric heating and wind power for NYC.
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Figure AI.11: Estimates of the reliability of offshore wind for all DJF hours where
NYC demand was greater than a specified percentile. The dashed line shows the
observed record, while the solid line, and dark and light shaded regions show the
block bootstrapped mean, 50th and 95th percentile estimates. The blocks are of
length 24 hours and are used to retain the autocorrelation and diurnal cycle. We
assumed that the offshore wind power was sized to generate the same amount of
power as was required for DJF heating (i.e. the average demand and supply are
equal). To clarify, the observed reliability for all DJF demand hours greater than
the 25th percentile is 55%, while the observed reliability for all DJF demand hours
greater than the 75th percentile is about 59%.
Key takeaways
There are two primary takeaways from this analysis.
1. There is significant tail dependence between heating/cooling electric-
ity demand in NYC and regionally available wind/solar power. The
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sign and strength of the tail dependence depends upon the season, supply, and
exact supply location relative to the demand center in NYC. Specifically, we
find that locally and regionally available wind (solar) power is generally more
likely to be high (extreme) during high (extreme) NYC DJF heating (JJA cool-
ing) demand hours, while the available Western New York State wind power
is more likely to be high (extreme) during high (extreme) NYC JJA cooling
demand hours (fig. AI.8).
The tail dependence of heating/cooling demand and the local/regional solar and
wind power generation suggests the potential for energy planners to leverage
the space and time structure of demand and supply. For example, the hourly
coupling of demand and supply spikes suggests the opportunity to site new solar
and wind farms such that the timing of peak heating and cooling demands in
large regional demand centers (e.g. NYC) is matched by elevated solar or wind
generation within an adjacent and electric grid connected location.
2. Ignoring the dependence between demand and supply can lead to
significant underestimation of hourly reliability of wind power to meet
heating demands. Fig. AI.11 showed that ignoring the dependence between
demand and supply can lead to significant underestimation of hourly reliability,
particularly for high demand hours when energy is generally most valuable. In
other locations, of course, ignoring the dependence between demand and supply
may lead to overestimating the reliability if there is negative tail dependence.
Many prior studies, however, implicitly ignore the coupling of demand and
supply by using only one or a few years of demand data (e.g. Shaner et al.,
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2018; Jacobson et al., 2015). Thus, these studies may be under- or over-valuing
wind and solar resource potential and value.
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